












































































































3.# Manuscript+ I:# Spatiotemporally# separated# cortical# flows# and# spindle>induced#


















































live! cell! imaging! and! a! genetically! encoded! Myosin! activity! sensor,! we! found! that! in!
asymmetrically! dividing! Drosophila! stem! cells,! called! neuroblasts,! Myosin’s! biased! activity!
depends!both!on!cell!cycle!and!polarity!cues.!During!early!prophase!of!asymmetric!cell!division!
(ACD)!Myosin!is!recruited!to!the!cortex!prior!to!nuclear!envelope!breakdown!(NEB)!through!the!
Drosophila!Rho!Kinase! (Drok).!Later,! the!polarity!protein!Partner!of! Inscuteable! (Pins)!enriches!
Drok! at! the! apical! cortex,! where! Drok! phosphorylates! and! activates! Myosin.! During! late!
metaphase! Pins! recruits! another! kinase,! Protein! Kinase! N! (PKN)! specifically! to! the! apical!
neuroblast!cortex,!which!is!required!for!the!correct!temporal!relocalization!of!activated!Myosin.!




work!we!show!that! the!apical!and!basal!Myosin!molecules!accumulate!at! the!cleavage! furrow!
through!two!distinct!spatiotemporally!regulated!cortical!flows!–!a!basally!directed!Myosin!flow!
starting! after! anaphase! onset! followed! by! an! opposing! apical:to:basal! cortical! flow.!
Furthermore,! live! imaging! of! neuroblasts! expressing! constitutively! active! forms! of! Myosin!
showed! that! misregulated!Myosin! activity! targeted! to! the! apical! or! the! basal! cortex! without!
being! relocalized,! leads! to! cortical! deformations,! ectopic! furrowing! and! cleavage! furrow!
mispositioning.! I! propose! that! the! spatiotemporal! regulation! of! biased! Myosin! activity,!









dense! structure! at! the! equatorial! plane! of! the! cell,! called! central! spindle.! Subsequently,! the!
central! spindle! sends! signals! to! the! cortex!and!plays!a! key! role! in!defining! the!position!of! the!
future! cleavage! furrow.! This! is! followed! by! the! assembly! of! the! actomyosin! ring! and! the!
subsequent! constriction!at! the!division! site.! The! constriction!of! the! cleavage! furrow!separates!
the! cytoplasm! into! two! domains,! but! the! daughter! cells! remain! connected! through! an!
intracellular!bridge!containing!a!region!of!high!microtubule!density,!called!midbody.!During!late!
telophase! the! final! abscission! takes! place! and! allows! the! physical! separation! of! the! new! cells!
(Figure!1).!This!process!underlies!very!tight!temporal!and!molecular!control,!ensuring!the!correct!
chromosome! and! organelle! segregation.! Cytokinesis! failure! can! lead! to! the! formation! of!





Figure*1:* Steps*of*animal* cell* cytokinesis* (adapted* from1).*Cytokinesis* is* initiated*during*anaphase* through* the*













Figure* 2:* Central* spindle* assembly* (adapted* from1).* During* metaphase* the* centralspindlin* and* the* PRC1*





mediated! by! the! Augmin! complex2,3.! There! are! different! factors! known! to! associate! and!




is! the! heterotetrameric! centralspindlin! complex,! which! consists! of! two! copies! of! the! Kinesin!
MKLP1! (Pavarotti! in! flies)! and! the! RhoIfamily! GTPase! Activating! Protein! (GAP),! CYKI4!
(Tumbleweed! in! flies)6,7.! During! early! metaphase! the! centralspindlin! complex! is! uniformly!
localized!in!the!cytoplasm!and!appears!only!transiently!at!the!midIplane!during!late!metaphase.!
At! anaphase! it! relocalizes! to! the! central! spindle! and! is! stabilized! there.! Interestingly,! during!
anaphase! the! centralspindlin! complex! was! also! found! at! the! cortical! equatorial! plane,!




together! with! dephosphorylation! of! the! CDK1! phosphoIsite! can! promote! the! centralspindlin!
complex! to! bind! and! bundle! central! spindle! microtubules10.! Aurora! B! kinase,! the! Inner!
Centromere! Protein! (INCEP),! Borealin! and! Survivin! are! the! components! of! the! Chromosomal!






astral! microtubules! regulate! the! cortical! contractility! through! a! direct! interaction! with! the!
different! regions! of! the! cortex14.! On! one! hand,! a! pool! of! dynamic!microtubules!might! inhibit!
contractility! at! the! cell! periphery,! while! another! pool! of! stable! microtubules! directly! induces!
contractility!at!the!cell!equator!at!the!site!of!division!(Figure!3)15,16.!In!addition,!it!was!proposed!
that!astral!microtubules!inhibit!RhoA!at!the!remaining!cortical!regions15,17,18.!
The! role! of! the! central! spindle! for! specification! of! the! division! plane! is! better!
characterized.!The!central!spindle!activates!the!small!GTPase!RhoA!locally!at!the!equatorial!site!
of! the! cortex! and! contributes! in! this! way! to! the! establishment! of! the! cleavage! furrow!
position19,20.! Like! most! other! GTPases,! RhoA! activity! is! regulated! by! GuanineInucleotide!
Exchange!Factors! (GEFs)!and!GAPs.!During!cytokinesis! in!vertebrates! the!GEF!ECTI2! (Pebble! in!
flies)! binds! to! the! centralspindlin! complex! and! is! relocalized! from! the! central! spindle! to! the!




elegans! have! shown! that! the!GAP!domain!of!CYK4!might!either!promote! inactivation!of!RhoA!
outside! the! contractile! band,! or! activation! of! RhoA! at! the! division! site! respectively24I26.!
Therefore,!the!role!of!the!GAP!domain!for!RhoA!activity!requires!further!investigation.!!!
Once! RhoA! is! activated! at! the! equatorial! cortex,! it! promotes! the! assembly! and!
contraction!of! the!actomyosin! contractile! ring.!The!contractile! ring! forms!a!broad!band!at! the!
equatorial! plane! underneath! the! plasma! membrane.! It! consists! of! Actin! filaments,! the! nonI
muscle!motor!Myosin! II,! the! crosslinkers! Septins! and! the! scaffold! protein! Anillin.! Septins! are!
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filamentous!GTP!binding!proteins,!which!were!shown!to!accumulate!at! the!site!of! the!division!
and!contribute! to!membrane!constriction.!Septins!are! required! in!D.#melanogaster,!C.#elegans!
and! in! mammalian! systems! for! robust! cytokinesis27I29.! They! are! linked! to! Myosin! and! Actin!




Figure*3:*Division*plane*specification* (on* the* left)*and*RhoA*activation*pathway* (on* the* right)* (adapted* from1).*
Stable*astral*microtubules*(shown*in*green)*induce*actomyosin*contractility*at*the*division*site,*whereas*dynamic*




There! is! controversy! about! the! architecture! of! the! actomyosin! contractile! ring.! Actin!
filaments!might! be! ordered!or! randomly! organized.! Previously,! it!was! assumed! that! the!Actin!
filaments!in!the!contractile!ring!are!organized!in!a!sarcomere!manner,!ordered!along!the!division!





random! oneIdimensional! ring! consists! of! Actin! filaments,! which! are! still! parallel! oriented!
towards! the! division! plane! but! show! random! orientation! towards! each! other.! This! type! of!
actomyosin! architecture!was! observed! during! late! anaphase! in! the! cytokinetic! rings! of! fission!
yeast!and!also!in!motile!fibroblasts36,37.!!
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How!does!RhoA! induce!the!assembly!of! the!actomyosin!contractile! ring?!On!one!hand,!
RhoAIGTP! activates! the! Formin!Diaphanous! (Dia)! and!Profilin,!which! induce!polymerization!of!
unbranched!Actin!filaments!(Figure!3)38I40.!On!the!other!hand,!RhoAIGTP!recruits!Myosin!to!the!
division!site!and!activates! it! indirectly!through!the!Myosin! light!chain!kinase!Rock!and!through!
inhibition!of! the!Myosin!phosphatase!MYPT!(The!pathway!of!Myosin!regulation! is!discussed! in!
detail! in! Introduction;! chapter! II.2).! Different! mechanisms! were! shown! to! regulate! the!
recruitment!of!Myosin!at!the!cytokinetic!ring!in!different!model!systems41.!In!Dictyostelium!cells!






sea! urchin,! Drosophila! neuroblasts,! HeLa! cells! and! was! very! well! documented! for! the! early!
embryonic! development! of! C.# elegans34,44.! It! has! been! shown! that! the! equatorial! band! folds!
towards! the! inside! of! the! embryo! and! the! contractile! ring! proteins! enrich! at! the! tip! of! the!
furrow.! In!this!case!the!ring!constriction!rate!was!constant!and!proportional!both!to!the! initial!
size!of!the!equatorial!band!and!to!the!amount!of!Myosin!II!there45,46.!This!might!be!a!regulatory!
mechanism! to! ensure! the! correct! timing! of! the! cell! division! independent! of! the! cell! size.!
Supporting! these! findings,! constant! constriction! rates! were! also! reported! for! hyphae! in! the!
filamentous! fungus! N.# Crassa,# CosI7! cells! and! the! fission! yeast! S.# pombe46I49.! Early! models!
developed! in! the!C.# elegans! embryo! explained! the! constant! constriction! rates!with! a! gradual!
disassembly!of!the!Actin!network.!There!the!Actin!network!volume!was!measured!using!electron!
micrographs!showing!proportional!disassembly!during!constriction!without!complete! loss!of! its!
components44.! More! recent! photobleaching! experiments! in! Drosophila! spermatocytes! and! C.#




equator,! which! is! generated! during! this! last! step! of! cytokinesis.! The! canonical!mechanism! to!
generate! the! force! for! actomyosin! cytokinetic! constriction! relies! on! the! binding! of! the!motor!
Myosin! to! the! Actin! filaments! as! it! is! established! for! muscles.! In! this! case,! the! constriction!
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depends! on! the! conformational! changes,! which! Myosin! undergoes! after! ATP! hydrolysis.! This!
leads! to! loosening! the! binding! of! the! motor! head! domain! of! Myosin! to! Actin! and! allows!
antiparallel!Actin!filaments!to!slide!together50,51.!Although!it!is!well!established!that!Myosin!plays!
an!essential!role!for!generating!active!tension!at!the!cortex,!it!is!still!not!completely!clear!what!is!
the! exact! molecular! mechanism! of! its! action.! In! both! cultured! COSI7! cells! and! mice! cardiac!






Proteins,! which! track! the! plus! or! minus! ends! of! Actin! filaments! together! with! the! filaments!
dynamic!turnover!might!generate!tension!in!the!whole!network!and!induce!constriction!during!
cytokinesis.! These! models! were! supported! by! a! study! in! budding! yeast,! showing! that! Actin!
depolymerization! coupled! with! filament! crossIlinking! might! be! inducing! the! force! during!




the! constriction! of! the! actomyosin! ring! the! dense! array! of! the! central! spindle! microtubules!
rearranges!and!forms!a!1I2!µm!thin!intracellular!bridge!connecting!both!cells!for!several!hours!
before!the!final!abscission.!The!microtubules!overlap!in!the!middle!of!the!intercellular!bridge!and!
form!a! structure!called!midbody,!which! retains! its! initial!diameter!of!around!1.5!µm!and! later!
serves! as! the! platform! for! the! final! abscission.! The! intercellular! bridge! further! reduces! its!
diameter!up!to!0.2!µm!on!both!sides!of! the!midbody,!creating! two!additional! ingression!sites.!
The!final!abscission!is!induced!sequentially!on!both!sides!of!the!midbody,!where!the!compressed!
microtubules!depolymerize,! the!plasma!membrane! is! separated! in! the! two!daughter! cells! and!





Figure* 4:* Structure* of* the* intracellular* bridge* containing* the* midbody* (adapted* from54).* The* main* midbody*
components* are* shown:* the* midbody* ring* (shown* in* blue),* the* midbody* flank* containing* ESCRTNI* (shown* in*
orange),*ESCRTNIII* (shown*in*green),*the*abscission*site*(shown*in*purple)*and*the*midbody*microtubules*(MTNs;*
shown*in*grey).**
The! contractile! ring! forms! the!midbody! ring! at! this! late! stage! of! cytokinesis.! Since! the!
midbody! is! derived! from! the! central! spindle! it! is! not! surprising! that! most! of! the! spindle!
components!also!remain!localized!to!the!central!microtubuleIoverlapping!region!of!the!midbody!
(also! called! midbody! core)! prior! to! abscission.! The! central! midbody! ring! retains! also! Anillin,!
Septins,!Citron!kinase!and!RhoA55,56.!Furthermore,!centralspindlin!and!ECTI2!were!also!found!in!
this!region.!The!centralspindlin!anchors!to!the!plasma!membrane!by!its!CYK4!membraneIbinding!




broad! intracellular! bridges! and! cytokinesis! failure.! The! role! of! Anillin! for! linking! plasma!
membrane!and!midbody!ring,!which!ensures!complete!constriction!and!cytokinesis,!depends!on!
its!binding!to!Septins60,61.! Interestingly,! the!correct! localization!of!both!Anillin!and!RhoA!at!the!
midbody!is!dependent!on!Citron!kinase56.!Finally,!the!flanking!regions!around!the!midbody!core,!
called! the! midbody! flank,! retain! the! central! spindle! proteins!MKLP2! and! AuroraB,! as! well! as!
Anillin62.!Another!important!component!of!the!midbody!flank!is!the!Endosomal!Sorting!Complex!
Required! for! TransportII! (ESCRTII).! ESCRTII! was! shown! to! localize! to! the! intracellular! bridge!
flanking!the!midbody!ring!from!both!sides!and!targets!ESCRTIIII! to!the!cortical!regions!prior!to!
abscission63.!The!abscission!site! is! localized!next! to! the!midbody! flank!region.!Proteins!needed!
for!the!final!abscission!such!as!Spastin,!ESCRTIIII,!the!Vacoular!Sorting!Protein!4!(VPS4)!and!RhoA!
are!found!to!enrich!their!localization!there.!!!!
In! recent! years! new! studies! have! dramatically! changed! the! understanding! of! the!
molecular! mechanism! underlying! the! final! abscission! and! the! physical! separation! of! the! two!
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daughter! cells.! Previously,! final! abscission! was! associated! with! vesicle! trafficking! along! the!
microtubules!towards!the!division!site.!Vesicles!derived!from!recycling!endosomes!or!from!the!
Golgi! pathway! were! assumed! to! insert! separation! membrane! at! the! site! of! the! intracellular!
bridge.! Various! vesicle! trafficking! proteins! such! as! SNARE! proteins,! Rab! proteins! (including!
Rab35,!Rab8!and!Rab11)!and!exocyst!proteins!were!shown!to!localize!at!the!intracellular!bridge.!
Disruption!of!membrane!trafficking! leads!to!cytokinesis!failure!at! late!stages! in!cytokinesis64I66.!
However,!a!recent!study!showed!live!imaging!and!electron!microscopy!data!indicating!that!these!
vesicles!disappear!directly!before!abscission.!This! indicates!that!the!vesicle!trafficking!might!be!
regulating! the! assembly! and! stabilization! of! the! intracellular! bridge! rather! than! the! final!
abscission! event.! In! the! same! study! the! authors! showed! the! presence! of! 17! nm! filaments,!
forming!a!helix!structure!around!the! intracellular!bridge,!which!narrowed! its! length.!Although,!
the!molecular! components! of! these! filaments! are! not! known! yet,! it!was! shown! that! ESCRTIIII!
accumulates!at! the!constriction! zone!and! is! required! for! the!assembly!of! the!17!nm! filaments!
and!final!constriction67.!!
The! role!of!ESCRT!proteins! in!membrane! scission!was!already!well! established! for! viral!
and! endosomal! vesicle! budding! and! is! conserved! in! cytokinesis! of! some! archaea63,68I70.!
Furthermore,! microtubule! depolymerization! is! temporally! associated! with! the! membrane!
constriction!at!the!abscission!site.!Microtubule!depolymerization!is!triggered!by!the!microtubule!




After!Plk1!degradation!Cep55!relocalizes! to! the!midbody!and!recruits! the!ESCRTIIII!complex!to!
initiate!abscission70,74.!AuroraB!prevents!premature!abscission!by!phosphorylating!and!inhibiting!
the! regulatory! region! of! the! ESCRTIIII! component! CHMP4C75,76.! During! the! final! stages! of!
abscission!the!ESCRTIIII!disassembly!factor!VPS4!is!recruited!to!the!intracellular!bridge!and!binds!
to!ESCRTIIII!subunits!there77.!In!this!study!it!has!been!shown!that!the!binding!of!VSP4!contributes!
not! only! to! ESCRT! disassembly,! but! also! to! the! membrane! neck! narrowing! prior! to! the! final!
fission!event.!However,!the!role!of!VSP4!for!ESCRTIIII!remodeling!and!the!mechanism!of!the!final!
membrane!constriction!inducing!the!membrane!scission!event!remain!elusive.!Two!models!have!
been! psoposed:! On! one! hand,! binding! of! VSP4! either! triggers! ESCRTIIII! selfIassembly! and!
membrane! remodeling! leading! into! a! dome! to! the! final! scission,! or! on! the! other! hand,! VSP4!
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known! as! conventional!Myosins.! Besides! skeletal,! cardiac,! smooth!muscle!Myosins,! also! nonI
muscle!Myosin! 2! (NM2)! belongs! to! this! class.! In! the! current!work,! I!will! concentrate! on!NM2!
(henceforth!called!Myosin).!NM2!is!expressed!in!most!differentiated!cells!in!the!human!body!and!
plays!a!major!role!in!multiple!processes!such!as!morphogenesis,!cell!adhesion,!migration!and!cell!
division.! In! contrast! to!many! lower! eukaryotes! and! also! to!Drosophila,! where! only! one! NM2!
isoform! is! known,!mammalian! cells! express! three! different! NM2! isoforms,! NM2A,! NM2B! and!
NM2C80,81.! These! isoforms! were! shown! to! have! some! specific! but! also! some! overlapping!
functions.!This!indicates!that!the!diversity!is!needed!to!maintain!the!more!complex!functions!in!
the! mammalian! organisms.! On! one! hand,! the! different! functions! of! the! isoforms! might! be!
ensured! by! their! differential! expression! in! different! tissues.! Although,! NM2A! and! NM2B! are!
expressed! almost! ubiquitously,! there! are! cases! showing! isoform! specific! expression82.! In!
hematopoietic! cells,! for! example,! only! NM2A! was! found83.! Cardiac! myocytes! usually! contain!
NM2B! and! NM2C,! whereas! the! nonImyocyte! cells! in! the! heart! express! NM2A84.!
Immunohistochemistry!stainings!in!the!developing!mouse!embryo!showed!that!brain!tissue!was!
enriched! for! NM2B! and! NM2C.! In! the! spleen,! predominantly! NM2A! was! detected80.!
Furthermore,! differences! in! NM2A! activity! might! also! regulate! the! functional! diversity.! The!
ATPase!activity!of!the!different!Myosin!isoforms!varies!significantly!and!NM2A!shows!the!highest!
ATP!hydrolysis! rate! amongst! all! three! isoforms85.! Furthermore,!different! isoforms! vary! in!how!
long!they!stay!strongly!bound!to!Actin!per!ATPase!cycle!(duty!ratio).!The!duty!ratio!of!NM2B!is!
higher! than! the! duty! rate! of! NM2A! and! NM2C,! indicating! that! NM2B! probably! regulates!
maintenance!of!tension!on!Actin!filaments,!using!less!energy!and!for!longer!periods!of!time86,87.!














The! head! domain! is! highly! conserved,! can! bind! Actin! and! has! ATPase! activity,! which!






to!play!a!key!role! in!controlling!Myosin’s!ATPase!activity.! In!Drosophila,! the!RLC! is!encoded!by!
the!gene!spaghetti#squash#(sqh)!and!the!MHC!by!zipper!(zip)88,89.!
2. Regulation*of*Myosin*activity**
The! motor! activity! of! Myosin! is! triggered! by! phosphorylation! of! two! conserved! sites!
within! the! RLC! (Ser19! and! Thr18),!which! leads! to! a! transformation! from! a! closed! to! an! open!
conformation;! in! the!open!conformation,! the!motor!head!domains!are! in!an!ADP!bound!state!
and!are!able!to!bind!two!antiparallel!Actin!filaments90.!Upon!exchange!of!ADP!with!ATP!the!head!
domains!release!the!binding!to!Actin!filaments.!Subsequently,!hydrolysis!of!ATP!enables!rotation!





Since! the!ATPase!activity!of!Myosin! is! regulated! through!cycles!of!phosphorylation!and!
dephosphorylation,!it!is!important!to!know!the!key!players!in!this!process.!Multiple!kinases!and!
phosphatases! were! assumed! to! play! a! role! in! NM2’s! regulation! by! targeting! various!
phosphorylation!sites!within!both!the!MHC!and!the!RLC.!Phosphorylation!within!the!RLC!occurs!
at!Ser1,!Ser2,!Thr9,!Thr18!and!Ser1990,92.!!
The! bestIestablished!model! for!Myosin! activation! includes! phosphorylation! at! the! two!
conserved!sites!Ser19!and!Thr18!(corresponding!to!Ser21!and!Thr20!in!Drosophila),!leading!to!a!
conformational!change!and! increased!ATPase!activity.!However,!phosphorylation!of!these!sites!
does! not! affect! the! affinity! of! Myosin! to! Actin90,93.! Multiple! kinases! and! phosphatases! were!
already! shown! to! phosphorylate!Myosin! at! Ser19! and! Thr18,! such! as! the!Myosin! Light! Chain!
Kinase! (MLCK),! RhoIassociated! Kinase! (Rock),! Leucine! Zipper! Interacting! Protein! Kinase! (ZIPK),!
Citron! kinase,! the! Serine/Threonine! protein! kinase!MRCK! (Myotonic! Dystrophy! kinaseIrelated!
Cdc42Ibinding! Kinase)! and!many! others! (upper! panel! Figure! 6).! These! kinases! show! different!
cellular! localization! and! different! activation! pathways,! indicating! that! this! might! lead! to!










Figure* 6:* The* activation* mechanism* of* nonNmuscle* Myosin* 2* (adapted* from99).* Upper* panel:*
Activation/Deactivation*of*Myosin*is*regulated*through*a*phosphorylation/dephosphorylation*loop*at*Ser19*and*
Thr18.*Phosphorylation* triggers*a*conformational* change* from*a*closed* to*an*open*state,*which* is*able* to*bind*
Actin* filaments.* The* kinases* and* phosphatases* known* to* regulate* Myosin’s* phosphorylation* and*
dephosphorylation*are*also*indicated*with*their*upstream*regulators.*Lower*panel:*Myosin*in*an*activated*state*
bound* to* Actin* filaments,* which* triggers* ATP* hydrolysis,* allows* rotation* of* the* head* domains* and* induces*
contraction*of*the*Actin*network.**
In!addition!to!this!well!described!pathway!of!Myosin!activation!through!phosphorylation!
of! Ser19!and!Thr18,! there! is! some!evidence! that! Ser1!and!Ser2!and!Thr9!of!Myosin`s!RLC!are!
phosphorylated!by! Protein! Kinase!C! (PKC),! leading! to! inactivation!of!Myosin.! Reduced!Myosin!
ATPase! activity! upon! PKC! phosphorylation! within! the! NIterminus! of! the! RLC! was! reported!
already!in!1984!by!Nishikawa!for!smooth!muscle!Myosin!2100.!Ikebe!and!colleagues!used!further!
biochemical! experiments! to! identify! the! phosphorylation! sites! S1,! S2! and! Thr9! in! 199092.! This!
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role!of!PKC!was!later!confirmed!for!living!cells,!where!studies!have!shown!increased!level!of!S1!
and! S2! phosphorylation! in! cells! arrested! in! mitosis.! Furthermore,! it! has! been! shown! that!
downregulation!of!Myosin’s!activity!through!phosphorylation!at!S1!and!S2! is! important!for!the!
correct! actomyosin! reorganization! during! cell! migration101,102.! However,! there! are! also!
controversy! studies,!which!were!not! able! to! confirm! these! findings,! using!mutated!RLC! forms!
expressed! in! HeLa! cells! and! primary! human! keratinocytes.! Since! all! these! studies! were!




instance,! Myosin! Light! Chain! Phosphatase! (MLCP),! consisting! of! the! catalytic! subunit! Protein!
Phosphatase!1! (PP1),! the!Myosin!Binding!Subunit! (MBS)!and!M20,!a! third!subunit!of!unknown!
function,! is! known! to! regulate! Myosin! activity.! MLCP! is! a! target! of! both! PKA! and! PKG! and!
phosphorylation!leads!to!the!activation!of!the!phosphatase!activity.!On!the!other!hand,!Rock!can!
directly! phosphorylate! MBS,! which! leads! to! inhibition! of! PP1! and! thus! to! increased!
phosphorylation!at!Ser19104.!However,!there!is!another!pathway!through!CPII17,!which!regulates!
PP1! catalytic! activity! independently! of! the! RhoA/Rock! pathway! and! triggers! indirectly! an!
increased!phosphorylation!of!Myosin’s!RLC.!CPII17!is!activated!through!phosphorylation!at!Thr38!
and! is! then! able! to! bind! and! inhibit! PP1.! Thus,! CPII17! is! another! inhibitor! of! PP1.! Different!
kinases,! involving!PKC,!were! suggested! to!play!a! role! for!CPII17!activation! in! smooth!muscles.!
Since!smooth!muscle!Myosin! is!closely! related!to!NM2!and!their! regulation!pathways!are!very!
similar,!it!can!be!assumed!that!eventually!CPII17!could!play!a!role!in!regulating!phosphorylation!
and!activation!of!NM2!too.!This!is!supported!by!the!expression!pattern!of!CPII17,!which!can!be!
found! not! only! in! muscle! tissues,! but! also! in! platelets,! neurons! and! epithelia.! However,! the!
function!and!mechanism!of!action!in!these!tissues!is!not!completely!clear105.!
Besides! the! phosphorylation! within! the! RLC! of! Myosin,! there! is! evidence! that! the! CI
terminus!of!MHC!also!undergoes!phosphorylation!at!several!sites!through!various!kinases.!These!
phosphorylation!sites!are!located!within!the!coiledIcoiled!and!within!the!nonIhelical!domain!and!
regulate! Myosin’s! filament! disassembly! in! an! isoform! specific! manner.! PKC! is! known! to!
phosphorylate!S1916!of!NM2IA,!and!S1937!of!NM2IB106,107.!Other!kinases,!known!for!their!ability!












S100A4! is! associated! with! cellular! mobility! of! cancer! cells! in! metastatic! tissues! and! the!
interaction!with! NM2!was! also! shown! to! both! prevent!Myosin! filament! assembly! and! induce!
filament! disassembly.! Experimental! studies! have! proposed! that! the! phosphorylation! of! S1943!
within! the! nonIhelical! region! of! NM2IA! through! CK2,! but! not! phosphorylation! of! the!
aforementioned!S1916!reduces!the!binding!affinity!of!S100A4!to!the!CIterminus!of!the!MHC109.!
Furthermore,! recent! biochemical! protein! structure! analysis! of! the! interaction! complex! could!
confirm! the!previous! findings,! indicating! that!only!phosphorylation!at! S1943!but!not! at! S1916!
reduces!the!binding!affinity!of!S100A4110.!!!






important! role! in! Myosin! regulation! and! further! studies! are! needed! in! order! to! completely!
understand! the!molecular!mechanism! and! the! functions! of! these! phosphorylation! events.! An!
interesting! open! question! concerns! the! connection! between! Myosin! RLC! and! MHC!
phosphorylation.! In! this! regard,! other! model! organisms! with! less! isoform! variability! such! as!
Drosophila#melanogaster!or!C.#elegans!might!lead!the!way.!!
3. Biological*functions*of*NM2*
Myosin’s! best! studied! role! during! cytokinesis! through! establishing! contractile! forces,!
triggering!actomyosin!constriction!was!discussed!above!(see!chapter!I.2!and!II.2).!Similarly,!force!
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generation! and! actomyosin! constriction! trigger! not! only! cleavage! furrow! ingression,! but! also!
regulate!all!other!cell!shape!changes!during!cytokinesis!such!as!cell!rounding!during!metaphase!
(reviewed! in54,113).! However,! NM2! regulates! various! other! processes,! which! will! be! discussed!
below.!!
NM2!was! shown! to!play!a! role! in! cell!migration.!Migrating! cells! such!as! fibroblasts!are!
polarized!cells!and!show!a!unique!structure.!At!the!front!region,!the!leading!edge,!migrating!cells!
have! two! ActinIbased! structures! (the! lamellipodium! and! the! lamellum),! which! contain! highly!
dynamic! Actin! filaments.! The! rearrangement! of! Actin! filaments! in! this! region! triggers! cell!
protrusion!and!cell!migration.!The!posterior!and! the!middle! region!of! these!cells!are!normally!
composed! of! highly! bundled! Actin,! which! prevent! protrusion! and! induce! adhesion!
disassembly114.!The!different!actomyosin!composition,!defining!the!different!regions!of!the!cell,!
is! not! the! only! hallmark.! The! positioning! of! the! nucleus,! the! microtubuleIorganizing! center!
(MTOC)!and! the!Golgi!apparatus!are! further!markers!of! cell!polarization.!During!migration! the!
MTOC!and!the!Golgi! reposition!themselves!towards!the!front!of!the!nucleus!at!the!side!of!the!
protrusion.!Myosin!is!known!to!be!essential!for!protrusion115.!Previous!studies!have!shown!that!a!
knockIdown,! chemical! inhibition,! or! a! knockIout! of! Myosin! lead! to! compromised! protrusion,!




also!regulate!the!polarity!of! the!migrating!cells!by!enriching!at! the!tail! region!of! the!migrating!
cell,!causing!a!local!rearranging!of!Actin!filaments.!Such!symmetryIbraking!events!are!needed!to!
induce! protrusion! at! the! opposite! site! of! the! cell! and! trigger! directional! migration118,119.!
Furthermore,! the! motor! activity! of! Myosin! was! shown! to! regulate! the! nucleus! positioning.!
Inhibition!of!Myosin`s!activity! lead!to!mispositioning!and!an!abnormal! rotation!of! the!nucleus.!
Myosin! could! regulate! nucleus! positioning,! either! by! directly! generating! tension! at! the!
perinuclear! Actin! filaments,! preventing! rotation! and! leading! the! nucleus! movement! forward.!
Another! possibility! is! that! Myosin! anchors! the! nucleus! through! a! direct! interaction! with! the!
nuclear!transmembrane!receptors,!involved!in!nuclear!redistribution!during!cell!migration120.!!
Myosin!also!plays!a!key!role!in!regulating!maturation!of!cell!adhesions.!Cells!can!establish!
cellIcell!adhesions!through! interaction!of! their! transmembrane!EICadherins! in!the!extracellular!
space.!The!corresponding!component!of!the!cell!adhesion!system,!Catenin,!binds!intracellularly!
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to!Actin! and! links!Actin! filaments! to! adhesion! junctions.!Myosin! can! regulate! the!dynamics!of!





and! thus! cellIcell! contacts.! Interestingly,! Myosin! depleted! cells! showed! reduction! of! cellIcell!
adherent!junctions,!mislocalized!EICadherin!and!βICatenin!during!early!mouse!development123.!
Further! studies! indicate! similar! functions! for! Myosin! in! regulation! of! focal! adhesions,! which!
establish!a!connection!between!the!cell!and!the!extracellular!matrix!(ECM)124.!!
Furthermore,! actomyosin! dynamics! were! very! well! studied! in! the! context! of! tissue!
morphogenesis,!especially!during!Drosophila!early!development.!Fluctuations!in!Actin!filaments!
are! established! through! Myosin! recruitment! and! can! lead! to! different! cell! shape! changes!
depending!on! the! context.! For! example,! during!Drosophila! gastrulation! the! cells! of! the! future!
mesoderm!undergo!drastic!cell!shape!changes,!forming!the!ventral!furrow!and!internalizing!the!
mesoderm! cells! completely! towards! the! inside! of! the! embryo.! These! cell! shape! changes! are!
triggered! by! recruitment! of! Myosin! at! the! apical! side,! generating! cycles! of! assembly! and!
disassembly,! which! is! needed! to! induce! shrinking! of! the! apical! surface! and! thus! bending! the!
tissue.!In!order!to!make!the!shape!changes!irreversible,!Myosin’s!activity!pulses!are!followed!by!
stages!of! persisting!of!medial!Myosin.! The!activation!of!Myosin! in! the!mesoderm! is! regulated!
through!the!canonical!RhoI1/Rock!pathway125.!!
Another! important! mechanism! during! Drosophila! gastrulation,! regulated! by! Myosin!
activity! is! the! germ! band! extension! in! the! ectoderm,! which! requires! cell! intercalation.! This!
process! involves! the! shrinking! of! the! vertical! junction! and! extension! of! the! newly! formed!
horizontal! junctions! along! the! anteriorIposterior! axis.! In! this! case,! it! was! shown! that!Myosin!
pulses! flow! towards! the! vertical! junctions,! inducing! their! shrinking! and! stable! planar! pool! of!
Myosin! stabilizes! the! cell! shape! changes.! This! recent! study! identified! a! common! G! protein!
signaling! pathway! involved! in! regulation! of! Myosin’s! activity! in! both! the! mesoderm! and! the!
ectoderm.! It! was! shown! that! Gα12/13! regulates! specifically! the! activation! of! the! medialIapical!
Myosin,!whereas!Gβ13F!and!Gγ1 regulate!!both!apical!and!junctional!Myosin.!These!differences!
might!be! facilitated! through! specific!downstream! targets!of!Gα12/13!and! the!Gβγ! complex.!The!
authors! further! showed! that! the! signaling! pathway! is! regulated! through! the! common! and!
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ubiquitously! expressed! GIprotein! coupled! receptor! (GPCR)! Smog,! which! activates! Myosin!
through!the!canonical!RhoI1/Rock!pathway!in!these!two!morphogenetic!processes.!Additionally,!




1994,!however,! little! is!known!about! the!regulation!and! function!of!PKN.! In!humans! there!are!
three! known! isoforms! to! date! –! PKNα,! PKNβ! and! PKNγ. PKNα! and! PKNγ! are! ubiquitously!
expressed! in! mouse,! rat! and! human! tissues126,127.! Interestingly,! PKNβ! was! not! found! in! any!
healthy! human! tissues,! but! was! expressed! in! various! cancer! cell! lines128.! Biochemical! studies!
have! shown! that! PKNα! is! enriched! in! rat! neurons,! localizing! predominantly! in! the! cytosolic!
fraction.! Similarly,! in! different! culture! cells! PKNα!was! also! shown! to! localize! in! the! cytoplasm!
under! physiological! conditions,! whereas! under! stress! conditions,! PKN! relocalized! to! the!
nucleus129.!Furthermore,!similar!studies!showed!that!under!normal!conditions!PKNβ!localizes!to!












Figure* 7:* Domain* structure* of* PKN* (adapted* from133).* The* three* ACC* domains* are* shown* in* green,* with* the*
indicated*RhoA*and*Rac1*binding*sites.*The*central*C2Nlike*domain*is*shown*in*orange*and*the*CNterminal*kinase*
domain*is*shown*in*red.*The*pseudo*substrate*motif*is*shown*in*blue.**
The! first! structural! evidence!was! shown! for! PKN!as! a! complex!with! its! binding!partner!
RhoA131.!RhoA!binds!within!the!first!and!the!second,!whereas!Rac1!binds!specifically!the!first!ACC!
domain131.!A!highly!conserved!central!region!was!detected!in!PKN,!which!was!also!found!in!PKC!
and! it! is! assumed! to! be! an! inhibitory! domain134.! Although,! the! role! of! this! region! is! not! fully!
understood,! there! is! evidence! that! phosphorylation! within! this! region! triggers! further! autoI
phosphorylation!events,!leading!to!increased!PKN!kinase!activity134.!The!CIterminus!contains!the!
PKCIlike!kinase!domain,!which!shows!a!high!sequence!homology! to! the!kinase!domains!of! the!
PKC!family!members135.!The!structure!of!PKN!is!shown!in!Figure!7.!
2. Regulation*of*PKN*activity*
The! first! studies! showing!PKN! regulation! revealed!a!number!of!unsaturated! fatty! acids!
(arachidonic! acid! and! linoleic! acid),! phospholipids! (phosphatidylinositol! 4,5Ibiphosphat! (PI4,5I
P2)! and! phosphatidylinositol! 3,4,5Itriphosphat! (PI3,4,5IP3))! and! lysophospholipids!
(lysophosphatidic!acid)!as!potential!activators!of!PKN135,136.!Later,! in!1996!it!was!shown!for!the!
first!time!that!PKN!binds!the!small!GTPase!RhoA!in!a!GTPIdependent!manner,!which!leads!to!an!
increased! kinase! activity.! In# vitro! experiments! also! confirmed! these! results! by! showing! that!
isolated!PKN!was! also! stimulated!by! the! addition!of! an! active!GTP!bound! form!of! RhoA137,138.!
Interestingly,!mammalian!PKNα!binds!with!higher!affinity!to!RhoA!and!only!weakly!to!Rac1139.!In!
contrast,! it! was! shown! that! Drosophila! PKN! binds! to! Rac1,! Rac2! and! RhoA! with! the! same!
affinity130.!This!indicates!that!PKN!initially!might!have!been!a!downstream!target!of!both!Rac!and!
RhoA,! separating! into! different! isoforms! during! evolution! to! facilitate! complex! biological!
functions!in!the!mammalian!organisms!through!unique!activation!mechanisms.!In!summary,!the!
data!clearly!shows!that!PKN!is!a!downstream!target!of!RhoA.!Further!studies!showed!also!that!
PKN! binds! to! the! phosphoinositideIdependent! protein! kinase! 1! (PDK1)! and! the! interaction!
activates! PKN140,141.! A!model! for! the! activation!of! PKN!was! proposed!based!on! the!previously!
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shown!data,! according! to!which! activated!RhoA!binds!PKN!and! this! leads! to! a! conformational!
change! of! the! complex.! Subsequently,! the! conformational! change! allows! PDK1! to! bind! and!
phosphorylate!the!PKN’s!activation!loop!sites!within!the!kinase!domain,!leading!to!a!catalytically!






Furthermore,! it!was! reported! that!PKN!binds! also! to!MEK!kinase!2! (MEKK2)! leading! to!
increased!PKN!activity.!Since!kinase!inactive!versions!of!MEKK2!bound!to!PKN!did!not!decrease!











that! PKN! is! a! direct! link! between!RhoA! activity! and! Fyn! kinase! to! induce! cellIcell! adhesion! in!
keratinocytes143.! In! this!case,!expressing!a!RhoA!activated!mutant,!which!was!not!able! to!bind!










fragment! is! involved! in! apoptosis! regulation.! Under! physiological! conditions! the!
Serine/Threonine!kinase!Akt!phosphorylates!the!proIapoptotic!member!of!the!BclI2!family,!BAD,!
leading! to! inhibition!of!BAD!and!prevention!of!programmed!cell!death.!Upon!caspaseIinduced!
proteolytic! cleavage!of!PKN,! its!CIterminus!binds!Akt!and!blocks! the!kinase!activity!of!Akt!and!
thus!phosphorylation!of!BAD.!This!leads!to!induced!programmed!cell!death146.!Another!study!in!
Xenopus! embryos! showed! that! PKN! might! have! a! role! in! the! regulation! of! cell! cycle! timing.!
Misaki!and!colleagues147! injected!embryos!with!an!active! form!of!PKN,! leading! to!a! significant!
delay!of!the!cell!cycle!timing.!In#vitro!studies!showed!that!the!delay!in!the!mitotic!timing!is!due!
to!the!PKN!kinase!activity,!phosphorylating!and!inhibiting!the!phosphatase!Cdc25C.!Cdc25C!is!a!
key! player! involved! in! dephosphorylating! the! Thr15! and! Thr14! residues! of! Cdc2,! which! is! a!





Taken! together,! these!data! show!that! in!different!model! systems,!PKN!might! regulate! the!cell!
cycle!via!different!mechanisms.!!
Interestingly,! PKN! seems! to! play! a! role! in! neurodegeneration.! Under!
hyperphosphorylation! the!microtubuleIbinding! protein! (MAP)! Tau! is! the!major! component! of!
the!soIcalled!neurofibrillary!tangles!(NFTs),!which!besides!the!Amyloid!beta!(Aβ)!plaques!are!the!
second! hallmark! of! the!Alzheimer’s! disease! (AD).! Interesting! findings! from!Kawamata! in! 1998!





compromising!microtubule! assembly.!Upon!dissociation! from! the!microtubules,! Tau! is! able! to!
build! the! insoluble! NFT! aggregates! during! AD.! Thus! PKN! might! be! involved! in! AD! pathology!
through!regulation!of!the!interaction!between!Tau!and!Tubulin.!!!!
Not!much!is!known!about!the!biological! functions!of!PKN!in!Drosophila.!The!Drosophila!
PKN! gene! (pkn)! was! first! identified! in! 1997! and! the! study! showed! that! the! kinase! is! strongly!
expressed! throughout! development.! During! early! embryogenesis! PKN! expression! was! first!
restricted!to!the!mesoderm!and!later!to!the!somatic!musculature151.!The!first!characterization!of!
the! biological! functions! of! PKN! was! performed! two! years! later! using! a! lossIofIfunction! PKN!
mutant.! A! specific! role! of! PKN! regulating! dorsal! closure! was! identified! during! early!




RhoI1! and! RacI1,! binding! directly! to! the! activated! RhoI1! and! RacI1,! regulating! epidermal! cell!
shape! changes.! A! pathway! involved! in! regulation! of! dorsal! closure! was! previously! identified,!
which! involves!activation!of!the!cIJun!amino!(N)Iterminal!kinase!(JNK)!via!RacI1.!Subsequently,!
JNK! kinase! activates!Decapenaplegic! (Dpp),! allowing! extreme!epidermal! cell! shape! changes! to!
occur.!However,!analysis!of!the!Dpp!expression!in!PKN!mutant!embryos!showed!no!difference!to!




in! Drosophila.! After! rescuing! the! PKN! mutant! lethality! phenotype! expressing! different! PKN!
transgenes,!they! identified!that!the!majority!of!the!flies!showed!wing!morphogenetic!and!vein!
formation!defects152.!!
Another! recent!study!also!described!Dpkn!as!a! regulator!of!actomyosin!contractility.! In!
this!case,!the!authors!isolated!and!described!the!phenotype!of!two!different!PKN!mutant!alleles!
during!Drosophila! oogenesis.! Nurse! cell! dumping! is! an! actomyosin! dependent! process! during!












substrate! of! PKN.! CPII17! is! known! in! smooth! muscle! tissue! to! be! activated! through!









RhoIassociated! Kinase! (Rock)! is! a! Serine/Threonine! protein! kinase,! which! is! very! well!
known! to! regulate! actomyosin! dynamics! as! a! downstream!effector! of! the!GTPase!RhoA.! Rock!
was! identified! for! the! first! time! in!1996! from! two! independent!groups,! in! a! complex!with! the!
activated!RhoA155,156.!There!are! two!known!Rock! isoforms! in!mammals,! termed!as!Rock! I! (also!
known!as!Rockβ) and!RockII! (also! known!as!Rockα)157. Northern!!blotting!analysis! showed! that!
the!mRNA! of! both!isoforms!was! expressed! ubiquitously! in!most!mammalian! tissues.!Whereas!
Rockα!is!enriched!in!the!brain!and!in!the!skeletal!muscles,!RockI!was!most!abundant!in!the!liver,!
spleen,!kidney!and!testis158.!Interestingly,!RockII!and!RockI!showed!different!cellular!localization!
during! cytokinesis! of! symmetrically! dividing! cultured! cells.! It! was! shown! for! the! first! time! in!
different! cell! lines! that! RockII! enriches! at! the! cleavage! furrow!during! late! telophase,!whereas!













between!the!two! isoforms.! It! is! followed!by!a!coiledIcoil! region,!which!also!contains! the!RhoA!
binding!domain!(RBD).!Structural!data!indicates!that!the!RBD!is!located!at!the!CIterminal!end!of!
the!coiledIcoil!region,!which!forms!a!parallel!αIhelical!dimer!and!provides!the!interaction!site!for!




characterization! of! the! PH! domain! showed! that! the! interruption! does! not! alter! the! correct!
folding!of!the!PH!domain163.!Besides!its!role!in!protein!localization!it!was!also!suggested!that!the!
PH!domain!might! be! negatively! regulating! the! kinase! activity! via! autoIinhibition164,165.! Further!
structural! information! about! the! whole! protein! would! be! necessary! in! order! to! better!
understand!the!link!between!the!structure!and!the!function!of!Rock.!!
2. Regulation*of*Rock*activity*
Commonly,! all! RhoIassociated! Kinases! are! activated! through! interaction! with! RhoA166.!




inhibitory! interaction! with! the! CIterminal! domains! and! increase! the! kinase! activity! of! Rock!
(Figure!10).!However,!to!date!there!are!no!structural!studies!to!support!this!model.!Interestingly,!





ThrI967,! SerI1099,! SerI1133,! or! SerI1374! in! addition! to! RhoA! interaction! in! order! to! further!
increase!the!Rock!activity169.!Also,!phosphorylation!or!at!TyrI722!decreases!the!RhoA!affinity!for!




Figure* 10:* The* activation* loop* of* Rock.* Rock* exists* in* a* closed* and* inactive* conformation,* where* the* kinase*
domain* is*blocked*through*binding*with*the*PH*domain.*Upon*binding*of*RhoANGTP*to*the*CRIB*domain,*Rocks*
change*their*conformation*to*a*catalytically*activated*state.*
Furthermore,! negative! regulation! mechanisms! were! also! reported! through! interaction!
with!GTPIbinding!proteins!such!as!Gem!and!Rad1,!or!the!Colapsin!response!mediator!proteinI2!
(CrmpI2),!which!binds!the!catalytic!domain!of!Rock.!The!interaction!in!the!presence!of!the!bound!
RhoAIGTP! reduces! the!kinase!activity!of!Rock!and! leads! to! inhibition!of!Myosin!activation!and!




One! of! the! bestIstudied! biological! functions! of! Rock! is! the! regulation! of! actomyosin!
contractility.! As! mentioned! before! (Introduction;! chapter! II.2)! Rock! can! phosphorylate! and!




Myosin,! is! thus! indirectly! in! establishment! of! cell! adhesion,! cell! polarity,! regulation! of! cell!
migration!and!cytokinesis.!!
In! addition! to!Myosin,! Rock! is! also! known! to!phosphorylate!other! downstream! targets!
thereby!regulating!other!biological!processes.!As!mentioned!above!Rock!undergoes!proteolytic!
cleavage!through!CaspaseI3!and! is! involved! in!apoptosis.! Increased!activation!of!Rock! leads! to!
increased!actomyosin!constriction,!membrane!blebbing!and!formation!of!apoptotic!bodies! in!a!
RhoA!independent!manner167,174.!Activation!of!Rock!was!also!shown!to!induce!neurite!retraction!
and!growth! clone! collapse.!Upon!Rock! inhibition,! axonal!outgrowth! in! cerebellar!neurons!was!
observed.!On!one!hand,! this! is! regulated!through!phosphorylation!of!Myosin!and!activation!of!
actomyosin!contractility!and!on!the!other!hand,!there!were!other!downstream!targets!of!Rock,!
which!were!also!suggested!to!play!a!role!in!this!process.!The!Phosphatidylinositol!4Iphosphate!5I
kinase! (PI(4)P5K)! was! assumed! to! be! a! putative! downstream! target! of! Rock! because! the!
inhibition!of! its!kinase!activity!blocked!the!Rock!mediated!neurite!retraction!and!growth!clone!
collapse175.! Other! studies! proposed! a! role! of! LIMK! and! the! cyclin! dependent! kinase! inhibitor!




which! increases! the!amount!of!proteins!and! therefore! cell!mass.!Mice!mutants! for! the!p190B!
GAP,!which!inactivates!RhoA,!showed!high!RhoA!activity!and!decreased!cell!size,!which!could!be!
restored!through! inactivation!of!Rockα. This!study!proposes!that!Rock!negatively!regulates!cell!
size! by! reducing! the! IGF! induced! phosphorylation! and! activation! of! the! cyclic! AMP! response!
elementIbinding! protein! (CREB)177.! Further! studies! showed! fibroblasts! from! the! same!mutant!
mice! with! high! RhoA! activity! were! unable! to! undergo! adipogenesis,! but! they! undergo!
myogenesis.!Furthermore,!inhibition!of!Rock!activity!was!able!to!reverse!this!phenotype178.!!
In!Drosophila! the!biological! functions!of!Rock!have!also!been!extensively! studied.!Drok!
was! shown! to! regulate!different!processes!during!development!and! to!phosphorylate! the! two!
well! established! vertebrate! targets,!Myosin’s! RLC! and!MBS! in# vivo! and! in# vitro179.! One! of! the!
bestIestablished! examples! is! the! role! of!Drok! in! the! planar! cell! polarity! (PCP)! pathway!during!
wing! morphogenesis.! Mostly! epithelial! cells! establish! an! apicalIbasal! polarity! along! an!
orthogonal!line!within!the!plane!of!the!tissue.!In!the!Drosophila!wing,!PCP!is!known!to!establish!
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the! pattern! of! the! hairs! covering! the! dorsal! and! ventral! surfaces.! Extracellular! signals! are!





Similarly! to! PKN,! Drok! was! also! shown! to! play! a! role! during! oogenesis! in! some! Actin!
dependent! processes,! such! as! nurse! cell! dumping,! establishment! of! oocyte! polarity! and!
regulation!of!oocyte!cortex! integrity.!This!study!used!germ!line!clones!of!a!Drok!null!allele!and!
characterized! the! role! of! Drok! as! a! novel! regulator! of! oogenesis.! It! suggested! that! Drok! is!
required!for!oocyte!cortex!integrity!through!regulation!of!its!downstream!effector!at!the!oocyte!
cortex!–!DMoesin!and!also!for!establishing!egg!polarity182.!The!same!authors!performed!another!
study!overexpressing!an!activated!Drok! form!and! found! that! strict! control!of!Drok’s! activity! is!
necessary! for! photoreceptor! maintenance,! wing! vein! formation! and! central! nervous! system!
(CNS)!development.!Genetic! interaction!of!Drok!was! found!besides!with!Myosin,!also!with! the!
Drosophila! LimIkinase! (DLimk),! which! was! suggested! to! play! a! role! during! early! CNS!
development183.!!
V. Mushroom*body*tiny*as*a*putative*Myosin*regulator*
The!pI21Iactivated!kinases! (PAKs)!are!a!Serine/Threonine!kinase! family,!which!was! first!
identified!in!a!screen!as!binding!partners!of!the!small!GTPases!Cdc42!and!Rac1,!but!they!do!not!
bind!RhoA.! To!date! there! are! six! known!PAK! isoforms! in!mammals! (PAK1IPAK6)! and! they! are!
subdivided! into! two! classes! of! PAKs,! conventional! and! nonIconventional! PAKs.! PAK1IPAK3!
belong!to!the!conventional!and!PAK4IPAK6!to!the!nonIconventional!PAKs.!All!isoforms!show!high!
homology! within! their! kinase! domains,! but! both! classes! seem! to! be! regulated! differently.! In!
Drosophila#there!are!two!members!of!the!PAK!class!I,!DPAK1!and!DPAK3,!whereas!there!is!only!
one!known!member!of!the!nonIconventional!PAKs,!called!Mushroom!body!tiny!(Mbt),!or!also!DI




All! PAK! family! members! show! high! homology! within! the! kinase! domain! and! some!
variability! at! the! NIterminus.! The! conventional! PAKs! contain! a! Cdc42/RacIinteracting! domain!
(CRIB)! at! the! NIterminus,! directly! flanked! by! a! Kinase! Inhibitory! domain! (KI! domain).! Three!
prolineIrich!motifs! regulate! binding! to! the! SH3!domainIcontaining! proteins!Nck! and!PIX! (PAKI









The! nonIconventional! PAKs! are! structurally! similar! to! the! conventional! PAKs.! They!
contain!a!CIterminal!kinase!domain!and!a!NIterminal!CRIB!domain.!Previously,! it!was!assumed!








The! conventional! PAKs! are! activated! through! binding! of! Rac1! and! Cdc42! to! the! CRIB!
domain.! Structural! studies! have! shown! that! the! kinases! exist! as! a! transIinhibited!homodimer,!
where! the! KI! domain! is! bound! to! the! kinase! domain! and! inhibits! its! catalytic! activity187.! This!
inhibitory!state! is! further!stabilized!by!the!associated!PIX!dimer! (Figure!12).!Binding!of!GTPase!
triggers! a! conformational! change! leading! to! the! release! of! the! kinase! domain! from! the! KI!
domain.!This!allows!a!series!of!transIautophosphorylation!events,!which!are!needed!for!the!full!
activity! of! the! kinase188.! Firstly,! a! phosphorylation! at! one! site! within! the! kinase! domain! and!
another! site! within! the! KI! domain,! on! one! hand,! activate! the! kinase! and! on! the! other! hand,!
prevent!the!kinase!domain!to!change!back!into!an!inactive!conformation.!Phosphorylation!within!
the! PIX! binding! site,! disrupts! the! dimers! and! further! stabilizes! the! active! conformation.!
Furthermore,! there! are! also! other!GTPase! independent!mechanisms! proposed! to! activate! the!
conventional!PAKs.!Similarly,!as!proposed!for!PKN!and!Rock,!PAKs!were!also!reported!to!undergo!
proteolytic! cleavage! by! CaspaseI3! generating! a! kinase! active! form!of! PAK! during! apoptosis.! It!
was!also! suggested! that!a!membrane! recruitment!of!PAK!via! the! interacting!partners!Nck!and!
Grb2!can!promote!kinase!activation! in!a!GTPase! independent!manner189.!This!activation!might!
be! induced! through! phosphorylation! of! PAKs! by! PDK1! or! by! interaction! with! lipids! such! as!











The!activation!mechanisms!of! the!nonIconventional! PAKs!are!not!well! understood!yet.!
Unlike!the!conventional!PAKs,!binding!of!Cdc42!or!Rac1!to!the!class!II!PAKs!does!not!lead!to!an!
increased!kinase!activity.!However,! it!was! shown! that!NIterminally! truncated!versions!of!both!
PAK4!and!PAK6!lead!to!the!generation!of!constitutively!active!forms.!These!results!indicate!that!
a! similar! inhibitory!mechanism!might! also! exist! for! the! nonIconventional! PAK! kinases.! Recent!
studies! have! shown! that! the! kinase! domain! of! the! nonIconventional! PAKs! is! constitutively!
phosphorylated.! Prior! to! activation! the! kinase! is! found! in! a! closed! conformation,! where! the!
proposed! KI,! or! SH3! binding! domain! blocks! the! kinase! domain! and! keeps! the! protein! in! an!





role! in! the!same!biological!processes.!However,!both!classes!also!have!unique! targets!and!are!
required!for!some!classIspecific!functions.!One!of!the!major!functions!of!both!class!I!and!class!II!
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PAKs! is! regulation! of! the! cytoskeleton.! Class! I! PAKs! are! mainly! required! to! stabilize! Actin!
polymerized! filaments! but! they! are! also! able! to! affect!microtubule! organization.! Class! II! PAKs!
regulate!the!formation!of!filopodia!and!act!predominantly! in!the!nervous!system.!Many!of!the!
PAK! targets! are! already! known! regulators! of! the! cytoskeleton.! In! neuronal! cells! it!was! shown!
that! PAK1! can! directly! phosphorylate! the! Myosin! RLC! at! SerI19! and! induce! Actin! filament!
stabilization!in#vivo192,193.!Through!regulation!of!Actin!filaments!PAKs!play!a!role!in!the!formation!
of!Actin!structures!such!as!lamellipodia!and!filopodia!but!also!in!the!dissociation!of!stress!fibers,!
which! are! also! ActinIbased! structures,! causing! tension! at! the! cell! surface194.! Stress! fiber!
dissociation! in! fibroblasts,!epithelial!and!endothelial!cells! is!mediated!through!phosphorylation!
of!MLCK!by!PAK1!and!PAK2.!This!downregulates!MLCK,!decreases!phosphorylation!of!the!Myosin!
RLC,!which!triggers!stress!fiber!dissolution195,196.!
Furthermore,! the! PAK! class! I! role! in! Actin! polymerization! was! also! connected! to! the!
formation! of! dendritic! spines! in! neurons.! PAK! activated!Myosin!was! shown! to! localize! to! the!
dendritic!spines,!where! it!stabilizes!Actin!filaments,!establishes!contractility!thereby!promoting!
spine!formation.!Dendritic!spines!are!key!regulators!of!synaptic!plasticity!in!most!neurons,!which!
is! essential! for! cognitive! functions! such! as! learning! and! memory197.! Apart! form! the! direct!
activation!of!Myosin,!PAKs!are!also!known!to!regulate!Actin!polymerization!through!LIM!kinase!I!
(LIMK1)198.! Phosphorylated! LIMK1! can! phosphorylate! and! inhibit! its! substrate,! the! Actin!
depolymerizing! protein! Cofilin199,200.! In! addition,! the! phosphorylation! of! LIMK1! is! also!
established! and! stabilized! indirectly! through! phosphorylation! and! inhibition! of! the! LIMK1!
phosphatase,!SlingShot!Phosphatase!(SSH1)201.!Further!substrates!are!also!been!phosphorylated!
by! PAKs! and! are! involved! in! regulation! and! stabilization! of! Actin! filaments,! such! as! the! Actin!
binding! protein! FilaminA! (FLNa).! FLNa! is! required! to! connect! the! Actin! filaments! to! the! cell!
membrane.!Another!interesting!role!for!PAKs!was!reviled!as!a!regulator!of!the!mitotic!spindle202.!
PAK1!was!shown!to!phosphorylate!the!microtubule!Cofactor!B!(TCoB),!which!is!needed!for!the!
assembly!of!α/βITubulin203.!PAK1! is!also!able! to!phosphorylate! the!centrosome! localized!PoloI
like! kinase! 1! (Plk1)! and! AuroraA! kinase.! Phosphorylation! of! AuroraA! leads! to! an! increased!
activation! of! the! kinase! and! to! the! formation! of! abnormal! mitotic! spindles! as! well! as! upI
regulated!cell!growth!of!human!breast!epithelial!cells204.!!
In!Drosophila! the!current!work!will! concentrate!on! the!role!of! the!only!member!of! the!
class! II! PAKs! –! Mushroom! body! tiny,! or! also! called! Mbt.! Mbt! was! extensively! studied! in!
Drosophila! in! the! context! of! neuronal! developmental! processes.! The!mbt!mutant! alleles!were!
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first! isolated! and! characterized! in! 1998205.! The! authors! initially! observed! that! mbt! lossIofI
function! leads! to! significant! reduction! in! the!size!of!a!neuropil! structure!called! the!mushroom!
body.! This! is! a! synaptic! dense! region! in! the! fly’s! brain,! which! controls! learning! and!memory,!




play! an! important! role! in! the!early! development!of! the! central! brain!of!Drosophila205.! Since! a!




Previous! results! from!mammalian! systems! confirmed! that! the! interaction!between!Cdc42! and!
the!RAK!class!II!does!not!induce!catalytic!activity!of!Mbt!but!only!triggers!its!relocalization206.!The!
Mbt! signaling! pathway! during! photoreceptor! cell! morphogenesis! was! addressed! in! another!
study! from! the! same!group! later! in!2007.! There,! the!authors!performed!a! genetic! screen!and!
found! the! Actin! depolymerizing! protein! Twinstar/Cofilin! might! act! downstream! of! Mbt! to!
regulate!cell!adhesion!during!photoreceptor!morphogenesis.!Biochemical!data!suggests!that!Mbt!
interacts!with!Twinstar!and!upon!coIexpression!of!the!catalytic!active!form!of!Mbt!with!Twinstar,!
phosphorylation! of! Twinstar! can! be! induced.! Together! with! genetic! evidence! showing! that!
mutations!in!the!twinstar!gene!lead!to!suppression!of!the!mbt!eye!phenotype,!this!data!suggests!
that! Twinstar! might! be! a! downstream! target! of! Mbt! in! regulation! of! the! photoreceptor!
morphology.! Further! in# vitro! kinase! assays! and! immunoprecipitation! experiments! showed! the!
possible!role!of!the!Drosophila!Lim!protein!kinase!(DILimk)!as!a!mediator!step!between!Mbt!and!
Twinstar.!Although!this! is!well!established!in!different!mammalian!systems,!the!careful!genetic!
analysis!of!DILimk!and!Mbt!mutants! in!Drosophila! leaves!open!questions!about! the!molecular!
mechanism! of! the! Mbt! signaling! pathway.! On! one! hand,! double! mutants! showed! a! strong!
synergistic!effect!on!the!mbt!phenotype,!and!on!the!other!hand!the!loss!of!DILimk!did!not!lead!
to! a! complete! downregulation! of!Mbt! signaling.! This! suggests! that! both! proteins!might! have!
redundant! functions! during! photocell! receptor! morphogenesis207.! Based! on! the! previously!
observed!phenotype!of!the!mbt!mutants,!showing!significant!loss!of!neurons!in!the!fly’s!brain,!a!
recent! study! has! addressed! the! question! about! the! role! of! Mbt! during! neuronal! stem! cell!
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division! and! proliferation.! It! was! shown! that! stem! cells! in! the! larval! brain,! which! are! called!
neuroblasts!and!give!rise!to!the!neurons!and!glia!cells!in!the!brain,!are!severely!affected!in!their!
proliferation! rate! and! cell! size! in! the!mbt! mutants.! In! addition,! late! apoptotic! activity! was!
detected,! suggesting! that! the! neuronal! loss! is! due! to! the! reduced! proliferation! rate! leading!
subsequently! to! premature! cell! death.! Apoptosis! was! assumed! to! be! a! consequence! of! the!
proliferation! deficit! rather! than! the! primary! cause! for! the! adult! brain! mushroom! body!
phenotype!in!this!study208.!!!
VI. Drosophila*neuroblasts*
Drosophila! neuroblasts! (Nbs)! are! stem! cells! in! the! developing! fly! brain,! which! divide!
asymmetrically! to! give! rise! to! all! neurons! and! glia! cells! in! the! adult! central! nervous! system.!
Based! on! their! position! in! the! brain! there! are! different! types! of! Nbs,! the! central! brain! Nbs,!
Ventral!Nerve!Cord!(VNC)!Nbs,!the!Mushroom!body!Nbs!and!the!optic!lobe!Nbs.!In!the!current!
work!I!will!concentrate!on!central!brain!neuroblasts!and!refer!to!those!as!Nbs.!!
Central! brain! Nbs! are! first! specified! during! embryonic! stages! 9! to! 11! through! lateral!
inhibition209I211.!Notch/Delta!signaling!refines!the!expression!of!proneural!genes!such!as!wingless!
(wnt!in!vertebrates),!asense!(asn)!or!scute!(sc)!to!individual!cells!of!the!proneural!cluster!within!
the! embryonic! neuroectoderm212I215.! These!defined!Nbs! later! delaminate! and! start! a! series! of!
asymmetric! divisions,! generating! a! selfIrenewing! neuroblast! and! a! smaller! differentiating!
ganglion!mother!cell!(GMC)!(Figure!13)216.!The!embryonic!neuroblasts!will!produce!all!10!to!20!
primary!neurons! in! the! larval! central!nervous! system,!which!will!make!only!up! to!10!%!of! the!
neurons! in! the! adult! brain217.! After! completing! their! neuronal! linages! around! the! end! of!
neurogenesis!the!Nbs!in!the!central!brain!and!in!the!thoracic!region!exit!cell!cycle!and!enter!into!















larval* brain.* Later* the* neuroblasts* enter* into* a* quiescent* state* until* larval* stages.* At* this* time* they* start*
proliferating*again*and*generate*the*nervous*system*of*the*adult*fly.*Adapted*from*Gallaud*et.*al.*(in*revision).**
There!are!two!types!of!Nbs!in!the!central!brain,!soIcalled!type!I!and!type!II!Nbs.!Careful!





14).! In! contrast,! the! type! II! neuroblasts! divide! asymmetrically! and! generate! an! intermediate!
neural! progenitor! (INP),! which! first! undergoes! a! maturation! phase! of! four! to! six! hours.! The!
mature! INP! is! then! able! to! divide! again! in! an! asymmetric!manner! a! defined!number! of! times!
generating!another!mature!INP!and!one!GMC.!This!division!mode!allows!the!type!II!neuroblasts!
to!generate!a!high!neural!diversity223.!Both!neuroblast!linages!were!shown!to!express!a!different!
combination! of! transcription! factors,! which! is! important! for! the! regulation! of! their! division!
mode.!Both!type!I!and!type!II!Nbs!express!the!transcription!factor!Deadpan!(Dpn).!However,!only!




such!as!Ase,!Dpn!and!Pros227.! In! contrast! to! the! type! I!Nbs,! the!mature! INPs! also!express! the!
transcription! factor! Earmuff! (Erm),! which! is! an! inhibitor! of! the! Notch! signaling! pathway! and!




Figure* 14:* Neuroblast* linages* of* the* larval* nervous* system.* There* are* type* I* (right* part)* and* type* II* (left* part)*
neuroblasts,*which*differ*in*their*division*mode*and*molecular*identity.*Type*I*neuroblasts*divide*asymmetrically*




aspects! of! basic! stem! cell! biology,! cytokinesis! and! even! tumor! formation.! They! are! very! well!
suited!for!precise!genetic!manipulations!and!because!of!their! location! in!the!brain!also!for! live!





Drosophila! neuroblasts! are! intrinsically! polarized! cells,! which! establish! molecular!
asymmetry! already! during! early! metaphase,! localizing! cortical! proteins! and! cell! fate!
determinants! exclusively! either! to! the! apical! or! to! the! basal! cortex.! Nbs! then! undergo!
asymmetric!cell!division!along!this!apicalIbasal!polarity!axis,!ensuring!the!correct!segregation!of!
the! cell! fate! determinants! either! to! the! selfIrenewing! neuroblast! or! to! the! differentiating!
daughter! cell.! The! apical! polarity! domain! is! inherited! from! the! neuroepithelia! after! Nb!
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delamination! through! the! localization! of! the! soIcalled! Par! complex134,229.! The! Par! protein!
complex!and!thus!the!polarity!axis!are!formed!in!early!prophase!(Figure!15).!At!this!early!mitotic!
stage!the!Par!complex!is!composed!of!the!atypical!Protein!kinase!C!(aPKC),!Partitioning!defective!
6! (ParI6)! and! Lethal! giant! larvae! (L(2)gl).!During! early!mitosis,!Aurora!A!phosphorylates!ParI6,!





the! apical! polarity! complex231.! Baz! mutants! seem! to! mislocalize! the! remaining! Par! complex!
components232.! Furthermore,! it! was! also! shown! that! ParI6! can! bind! to! activated! Cdc42! and!
Cdc42!is!required!for!the!correct!cortical!localization!of!both!ParI6!and!aPKC.!In!addition,!Cdc42!
is! also! mislocalized! in! baz! mutants,! supporting! the! hypothesis! that! Baz! is! also! upstream! of!
Cdc42233.!Interestingly,!the!DynaminIassociated!protein!160!(Dap160)!was!shown!to!be!involved!
in!regulation!of!the!aPKC!activity!and!correct!apical!localization,!whereas!the!phosphatase!PP2A!
might!be! involved! in!excluding!aPKC! from! the!basal! cortex234,235.!Once! the!Par! complex! forms!




of! Inscuteable!(Pins;!LGN!in!vertebrates),! the!heterotrimeric!GIprotein!alpha!subunit! (Gαi)!and!
Mushroom!body!defect!(Mud;!NuMA!in!vertebrates).!The!Insc/Pins/Gαi!complex!is!recruited!to!
the!apical! cortex!upon!binding!Pins,!which! is!anchored! to! the!membrane! through!GαiIGDP236.!
Pins! contains! three! CIterminal! GoLoco! motifs,! which! are! the! binding! motifs! for! Gαi.!
Furthermore,! the! tetratricopeptide! repeats! (TPRs)! at! the! NIterminus! establish! the! interaction!
with! Mud.! Upon! binding! of! the! first! GoLoco! motif! of! Pins! to! Gαi,! Pins! undergoes! a!
conformational!change!from!a!closed!to!an!open!conformation,!allowing!the!further!stabilization!
of!the!GαiIPins!interaction!with!the!other!GoLoco!motifs!and!allows!binding!of!Mud!to!the!TPRs.!
Both! apical! complexes! are! interconnected! through! Insc,! which!was! shown! to! directly! bind! to!
both! Baz! and! Pins! and! these! are! required! for! the! apical! recruitment! of! Insc237I239.! The!
Insc/Pins/Gαi! complex! is! required! for! proper! spindle! orientation! during! metaphase.! This! is!
established!through!the!downstream!effector!Mud,!which!as!mentioned!above!can!directly!bind!
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Pins! and! this! interaction! is! required! for! the! apical! recruitment! of! Mud! at! metaphase.!Mud!
mutants!mislocalize!the!spindle!but!do!not!perturb!apicalIbasal!polarity.!This!then!leads!in!some!
extreme! cases! to! mispositioning! the! cleavage! furrow! and! loss! of! physical! asymmetry! during!
cytokinesis240I242.! Interestingly,! Insc! is! also! required! for! the! correct! localization! of! the! Par!
complex,!since!the!entire!Par!complex!is!mislocalized!in!insc!mutants.!Taken!together!this!shows!
that! Pins! is! required! for! both! spindle! orientation! and! establishment! of! the! apicalIbasal!
polarity243.!!!!
Further! studies! will! be! needed! in! order! to! fully! understand! the!molecular!mechanism!





localized! specifically! to! the! basal! cortex! at! metaphase! and! are! segregated! to! the! GMC! after!
cytokinesis225,244I249.! The! basal! cortical! enrichment! of! the! transcription! factor! Pros! and! the!
transcription! inhibitor! Brat! are! regulated! through! their! direct! binding! to! Mira244,250,251.! After!
completion!of!cytokinesis!Mira!is!released!from!the!GMC!cortex!and!allows!the!relocalization!of!
Brat! and! Pros! to! the! nucleus,! where! they! regulate! other! downstream! targets! to! suppress!
proliferation!and! induce!differentiation! (Figure!15).!This!data!showed!that!Mira! is! required! for!
the! recruitment! and! correct! localization! of! basal! cell! fate! determinants,! and! further! mira!
mutants!fail!to!localize!correctly!Brat!and!Pros!at!metaphase!leading!to!loss!of!neural!fate252.!The!
NIterminus!of!Mira! is!necessary!and!sufficient! for! its! correct!basal! localization!and! the!central!
domains! regulate! the! binding! to! Staufen! and! Pros.! Interestingly,! the! CIterminus! of!Mira! was!
suggested!to!play!a!key!role!for!its!release!from!the!GMC!cortex!after!cytokinesis!and!truncated!
versions! of!Mira! lacking! the!CIterminus! fail! to! release!Miranda! and! also! Pros! from! the! cortex!
253,254.! Thus,! Pros! fails! to! relocalize! to! the!GMC!nucleus! and! to! induce!differentiation255.! Since!
Mira!seems!to!be!very!important!for!the!correct!segregation!of!Pros!and!Brat,!it!is!interesting!to!
understand!what! is! the! regulatory!mechanism! for!Mira! enrichment! at! the!basal! cortex!during!
metaphase.! There! are! a! number! of! studies! suggesting! different! mechanisms! for! Mira!
recruitment!and!enrichment.!Early!studies!have!already!shown!that!Mira!is!localized!at!the!entire!
cell! cortex! during! interphase.! This! early! cortical! recruitment! is! regulated! through!
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dephosphorylation! of! the! T591! site! at! the! CIterminus! of! Mira! by! the! Protein! phosphatase! 4!
(PP4).! The! kinase,! which! is! phosphorylating! this! site! is! unknown256.! Subsequently,! Mira! is!
phosphorylated!at!five!other!sites!through!aPKC,!which!excludes!Mira!from!the!apical!cortex!and!
restricts!its!localization!basally257,258.!
Further! cell! fate! determinants,! which! show! the! same! behavior,! are! Numb! (Numb! and!
NumbIlike! in! vertebrates)! and! partner! of! Numb! (Pon).! Numb! and! Pon! have! been! shown! to!
directly! interact! in! vivo! and! Pon! is! required! for! the! basal! recruitment! of! Numb259.! Pon! is!
relocalized! to! the!basal! cortex!upon!phosphorylation! trough! the!mitotic!kinase!Polo260.!During!
metaphase! Baz! can! directly! bind! to! Numb! and! bring! it! in! physical! proximity! to! aPKC,! which!
phosphorylates!Numb!and!excludes! it! from! the!apical! cell!membrane.! This!mechanism! is! very!












apical* polarity* domain.* The* ParN6* complex* is* localized* at* the* apical* cortex* during* prophase.* The* second* apical*
complex* containing*Mud,* Pins* and* Gα I* is* enriched* at* the* apical* cortex* later* during*metaphase.* Lower* panel:*
Mechanism*of* segregation*of* basal* cell* fate*determinants.*Arrows* indicate* activation*and* the*phosphorylation*
events*at*the*components*are*also*shown.*Adapted*from*Gallaud*et*al.*(in*revision).*










polarity.! As! mentioned! above! mutants! such! as!mud! can! rotate! the! spindle! perpendicular! in!
relation!to!the!polarity!axis!and!these!cells!divide!in!a!physically!symmetric!manner!distributing!
the! apical! and! basal! components! equally.! This! leads! to! the! generation! of! two! proliferating!




Nuroblasts! show! not! only! molecular! asymmetric! during! metaphase! but! show! also!
physical!asymmetry!after!cytokinesis;!the!proliferating!neuroblast!is!two!times!larger!compared!
to!the!differentiating!GMC.!This!physical!asymmetry!of!the!two!daughter!cells!is!determined!by!
the! positioning! of! the! cleavage! furrow,! which! is! shifted! towards! the! basal! cortex.! As! it! was!
described!for!symmetrically!dividing!cells!the!spindle!provides!cues!to!the!cell!cortex!at!the!site!
of!constriction!and!determines!the!correct!position!of!the!furrow.!However,!it!has!recently!been!




Most! of! the! symmetrically! dividing! cells! define! the! cleavage! furrow! position! through!
signals! originating! from! the! central! spindle! and! the! astral! microtubules.! This! leads! to! a! local!
activation!of!RhoA,!Myosin!enrichment!and!subsequently!cortical!constriction!in!the!equatorial!




imaging! experiments! allowed! to! measure! the! distance! between! the! centrosome! and! the!
midplane! of! the! central! spindle.! The! results! suggested! that! the! apical! spindle! arm! is! slightly!
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longer! than! the! basal! spindle! arm266,267.! This! difference! was! a! consequence! of! microtubule!










of! the! apical! polarity! domain! can! contribute! to! the! generation! of! spindle! asymmetry.! Triple!
mutants!for!dlg/scrib/lgl!can!invert!cell!polarity!and!with!this!generate!inverted!spindles,!where!
the!apical!spindle!arm! is!significantly!shorter!than!the!basal269,270.!However,! it! remains!unclear!
whether!Gβγ!is!also!involved!in!this!pathway.!Furthermore,!the!hypothesis!that!centrosome!size!
asymmetry! might! be! involved! in! generating! spindle! geometry! differences! was! discarded! in! a!
study! from! Cai! and! colleagues! from! 2001271.! They! found! that! inverting! centrosome! polarity!
though!exchange!of!the!positions!between!the!apical!and!basal!centrosome!was!not!sufficient!to!
invert!spindle!asymmetry.! In!addition,! it!has!been!shown!that!astral!microtubules!are!also!not!




the!generation!of!physical!daughter! cell! size!during!ACD!and! is! regulated! through! the!polarity!
components.!
b) PolarityNdependent*cleavage*furrow*positioning*pathway*
Recent!studies! have! shown! for! Drosophila! Nbs! the! existence! of! a! novel! spindleI








of! the! cleavage! furrow!marker!Myosin276.! These!observations! taken! together! suggest! that! the!
spindleIdependent!pathway!cannot!completely!explain!the!cleavage!furrow!positioning!in!these!
asymmetrically!dividing!neuroblasts.!!








The! same! work! showed! that! the! spindleIindependent! cleavage! furrow! positioning!
pathway! is! regulated! by! the! polarity! component! Pins! through! the! establishment! of! an!
asymmetric! distribution! of! the! cleavage! furrow! component!Myosin275.! During! early! anaphase!
Myosin!clears!from!the!apical!cortex!and!only!later!clears!from!the!basal!cortex!and!enriches!at!
the! site!of! the!division.!Previous! studies!have! shown! that! this!asymmetric!Myosin!distribution!
could! lead! to!unequal! cortical! tension!at! the!apical! and!basal! cortices!allowing!an!early!apical!
expansion!and!basally!shifting!of!the!cleavage!furrow277.!Furthermore,!pins!mutants!compromise!
asymmetric!Myosin!localization!and!neuroblasts!divide!in!a!physically!symmetric!manner.!!
All! these! data! taken! together! show! that! in!Drosophila! neuroblasts! a! second! cleavage!
furrow! positioning! pathway! exists,! which! is! regulated! through! the! polarity! protein! Pins! and!
depends! on! the! asymmetric! distribution! of!Myosin! at! early! anaphase.! However,! the! detailed!






Figure*16:* SpindleNdependent*and*polarityNdependent* cleavage* furrow*positioning*pathways.*Upper*panel:* The*
spindleNdependent*cleavage*furrow*positioning*pathway.*The*apical*and*the*basal*domains*of*the*neuroblast*are*
indicated* in*blue*and*red*respectively.*The*centralspindlin*complex*sends*signals*to*establish*the*division*plane*
(black*arrows).*Furthermore,*active*Gβγ *at*the*basal*cortex*inhibit*spindle*growth*(red*arrows),*whereas*Gβγ * is*
inactive* at* the* apical* side* and* this* allows* the* spindle* growth* there* (blue* arrows).* Lower* panel:* The* polarityN
dependent* cleavage* furrow* positioning* pathway.*Myosin* clears* at* early* anaphase* from* the* apical* cortex* and*
allows* its* expansion* (arrows* indicate* the*expansion*direction).* Later,*Myosin* clears*basally* and* the* cortex* can*
expand*also*at* the*basal*cortex* (arrows).*The*position*of* the*centralspindlin*complex*aligns*only* later*with*the*
division*site*(not*shown).**
Interestingly,! a! number! of! other! studies! showed! that! this! process! is! not! specific! for!
Drosophila! neuroblasts! but!might! represent! a! general!model! for! cleavage! furrow! positioning.!




through! Myosin! asymmetric! activation! rather! than! the! spindle278.! Furthermore,! a! spindleI
independent! cleavage! furrow! positioning! pathway! is! also! required! for! the! formation! of!
primordial! germ! cells! (PGC)! during! early! Drosophila! melanogaster! embryogenesis279.! Taken!
together!the!spindleIindependent!cleavage!furrow!positioning!pathway!might!represent!a!more!




The! aim! of! the! present! study! is! to! investigate! the! cellular! and!molecular!mechanisms!
underlying! Myosin! localization! during! ACD.! To! this! end,! I! used! asymmetrically! dividing!
Drosophila!neuroblasts,!stem!cells!in!the!Drosophila!nervous!system!as!a!model!system.!!
Previous! studies! have! shown! that! shortly! after! anaphase! onset,! Myosin! becomes!
asymmetrically! localized.! It! first!disappears! from!the!apical!cortex,! followed!by!basal!depletion!
and! subsequent! accumulation! at! the! cleavage! furrow.! The! mechanism! of! this! dynamic!
localization! remains! elusive.! To! this! end,! I! applied! highIresolution! live! imaging! and!
photoconversion!techniques!to!follow!specific!subIpopulations!of!Myosin!at!different!cell!cycle!
stages! and! cortical! domains.! I! investigated! the! origin! of! Myosin! molecules! at! the! cleavage!
furrow.! The! accumulation! is! due! either! to! a! deInovo! synthesis! of! Myosin! or! to! an! active!
redistribution.! Since! I! confirmed! an! active! redistribution,! I! further! tested! whether! Myosin! is!
transported!via!cortical!flow!or!via!lateral!diffusion!through!the!cytoplasm.!!
Furthermore,!Myosin!is!activated!through!phosphorylation!at!two!conserved!sites!within!
its! RLC! (Ser21! and! Thr20).! Firstly,! I! tested! how! phosphorylated! and! thus! activated! Myosin!
molecules!are!distributed! in!asymmetrically!dividing!neuroblasts!and!whether!phosphorylation!
and! thus! activation! is! required! for! Myosin! asymmetric! distribution! and! cleavage! furrow!
positioning.! To! this! end,! I! performed! immunohistochemistry! in! Drosophila! neuroblasts! using!
antibodies! against! phosphorylated! Myosin! in! both! wild! type! and! symmetrically! dividing! pins!
mutant! neuroblasts.! Since! Myosin! localization! is! regulated! through! the! apical! polarity!
component!Pins,!I!further!screened!for!kinases!specifically!involved!in!Myosin!regulation!at!the!
apical!cortex!during!ACD.!For!the!putative!candidates,!which!regulate!Myosin!phosphorylation!at!
the! apical! cortex,! I! investigated! the! regulatory!mechanism!underlying! this! phosphorylation.! In!
particular,! it!would! be! interesting! to! address! the! question!whether! kinases! regulating!Myosin!








the! underlying! mechanisms! and! the! origin! of! the! cleavage! furrow!Myosin! molecules! are! not!
clear.!In!order!to!test!whether!Myosin!is!actively!translocated!to!the!cleavage!furrow!or!it!is!deI
novo! synthetized! there,! we! performed! greenIto! red! photoconversion! experiments! and! highI
resolution! live! imaging.! This! allowed! us! to! follow! the! dynamic! redistribution! of! specific! subI




In! order! to! follow! Myosin! distribution! during! ACD,! we! generated! transgenic! flies!
expressing!either! the! regulatory!subunit!of!Myosin! (encoded!by!spaghetti# squash,!sqh),#or! the!









the! cleavage! furrow!Myosin.! On! one! hand,!Myosin! at! the! cleavage! furrow!might! be! deInovo!
synthetized! as! suggested! for! Drosophila! S2! cells! and! the! apical! Myosin! would! be! degraded!
ensuring! apical! clearing! during! anaphase! onset43.! In! this! case,! photoconversion! at! the! apical!
cortex! during!metaphase! should! result! in! loss! of! the! photoconverted!molecules! and! thus! red!
fluorescence!at!the!cleavage!furrow.!On!the!other!hand,!relocalization!of!the!metaphase!Myosin!
pool! towards! the! cleavage! furrow,! should! allow! us! to! follow! the! red! fluorescent! Myosin!
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molecules! and! detect! them! at! the! furrow! region! during! telophase.! Both! hypotheses! are!
schematically!shown!in!Figure!17.!
Indeed,!upon!photoconversion!of!Myosin!within!a!small! region!of! interest!at! the!apical!
cortex,!Myosin!relocalization!towards!the!cleavage!furrow!was!detected!(Figure!17).!Thus,!these!
results! suggest! that! apical! Myosin! depletion! during! anaphase! can! not! only! be! explained! by!
degradation! and! subsequent! deInovo! synthesis! of! Myosin,! but! rather! by! a! relocalization!
mechanism.!Furthermore,!it!was!observed!that!also!the!basal!pool!of!Myosin!contributes!to!the!
forming! cleavage! furrow,! supporting! the! existence! of! an! active! relocalization! mechanism!





Figure* 17:* Photoconversion* of* apical* Myosin* shows* active* contribution* to* the* cleavage* furrow* accumulation.*
Upper*panel:*Myosin::Dendra*transgenes.*The*Myosin*RLC*and*MHC*(RMCE;*see*extended*methods)*were*tagged*







the! lateral! cortex!was! performed! at! early! anaphase! after! the!onset! of! apical! clearing! and! the!
photoconverted!Myosin!molecules!were! followed.! For! the! active! distribution!mechanism! two!
possible!hypotheses!were!proposed.!On!one!hand,!Myosin! filaments!could! locally!disassemble!
and! redistribute! through! the! cytoplasm! towards! the! cleavage! furrow.! This!would! suggest! that!
upon! lateral! conversion,! the! cleavage! furrow! should! be! symmetrically! labeled! with! the!
photoconverted!red!fluorescent!Myosin!molecules.!Alternatively,!Myosin!could!reach!the!furrow!
region!through!apicalIbasal!oriented!cortical! flow.!An!apicalIbasal!oriented!cortical! flow!would!
result! in!an!asymmetrically! labeled!cleavage! furrow,!where! the!photoconverted!Myosin!would!




region! was! labeled! with! the! photoconverted! Myosin! molecules! (Figure! 18).! These! results!




cortical!distribution!of!Myosin.!This! indicates! that!during! these!early!stages!Myosin!undergoes!
nonIdirected!cortical!distribution.!These!results!are!in!agreement!with!the!observed!behavior!of!
Myosin,! using! live! imaging!of!dividing!neuroblasts! expressing! Sqh::GFP.!During!proImetaphase!
Myosin!pulsates!along!the!entire!neuroblast!cortex!and!only!at!metaphase!seems!stabilized!at!
the!cortex.!This!might!mean! that! the!apical! and!basal! cortical! flows!underlie!a! strict! temporal!
control! and! their! induction! is! tightly! bound! with! the! timing! of! anaphase! onset.! All! observed!













Figure* 19:* Summary* of* Myosin* photoconversion* at* different* cortical* positions* and* different* cell* cycle* stages.*
Upon* early* photoconversion* a* uniform*distribution* along* the* entire* cortex*was* observed.* Late* apical* or* basal*
photoconversion*resulted*in*relocalization*towards*the*cleavage*furrow*without*reaching*the*opposite*tip*of*the*
cortex.* The* late* lateral* photoconversion* showed* asymmetric* labeling* of* the* cleavage* furrow* at* telophase*
indicating*an*existing*cortical* flow.*The*nonNconverted*Myosin* is*shown* in*green*and*the*converted*Myosin,*as*






In! the! following!Manuscript! I! (“Spatiotemporally! separated! cortical! flows! and! spindleI
induced! Myosin! confinement! coordinately! acts! to! establish! physical! asymmetry! in! fly! neural!
stem!cells”)!we! show!how!Myosin’s! cortical! flows!are! regulated!and!how! these! together!with!






















Asymmetric* cell* division,* creating* sibling* cells* with* distinct* developmental* potentials,* can* be*
manifested*in*physical*asymmetry.*This*form*of*asymmetry*occurs* in*a*number*of*metazoan*cells*but*
the* underlying* mechanisms* and* function* are* incompletely* understood.* Here,* we* combine* live* cell*
imaging,* photoconversion* and* laser* cutting* experiments* in*Drosophila* neural* stem* cells* to* elucidate*
how* physical* asymmetry* is* established* under* physiological* conditions.* We* show* that* Myosin*
relocalizes*to*the*cleavage*furrow*via*two*distinct,*spatiotemporally*regulated*cortical*Myosin*flows:*a*
basally* directed* flow* starting* at* anaphase* onset* followed* by* an* opposing* basalNtoNapical* flow.* We*
show* that* the* spindleNdirected* centralspindlin* complex* establishes* a*Myosin* gradient* at* the* lateral*
neuroblast* cortex,* necessary* to* trigger* the* second,* apically* directed* flow.* Based* on* this* data,* we*








Asymmetric! cell! division! is! an! evolutionary! conserved! mechanism! to! create! sister! cells! with!
different! fate1.! One! manifestation! of! asymmetric! cell! division! is! the! difference! in! sibling! cell! size! and!
occurs!in!a!number!of!different!cell!types!and!organisms2.!Several!mechanisms!underlying!the!generation!
of! physical! asymmetry! have! been! proposed! but! how! they! are! spatiotemporally! coordinated! and!
molecularly!controlled!is!incompletely!understood3.!Controlled!cleavage!furrow!positioning!can!generate!
sibling! cell! size! asymmetry! by! assembling! an! actomyosinIcontaining! contractile! ring! at! the! correct!
position! on! the! cell!membrane.! In!most!metazoan! cells,! the! positional! cues! regulating! ring! positioning!





the! small! GTPase! RhoA! (Rho1! in! Drosophila),! promoting! Actin! polymerization! and! Myosin! activation,!
resulting!in!the!formation!of!the!actomyosinIcontaining!contractile!ring4,5.!!
This! generalized! model! can! explain! equatorial! NonImuscle! Myosin! II! (Myosin,! hereafter)!
localization! in! a! number! of! cell! types.! However,! cell! type! specific! variations,! highlighting! fundamental!
mechanistic! differences! in! Myosin! dynamics,! also! exist.! For! instance,! in! Sea! urchins! phosphorylated!
Myosin!is!localized!on!the!cell!cortex!until!metaphase!but!subsequently!disappears!from!the!entire!cortex!







Myosin! localization! also! influences! the! stability! and! dynamic! behavior! of! the! cell! cortex.! For!
instance,!asymmetric!Myosin!localization!regulates!biased!cortical!expansion,!shifting!the!cleavage!furrow!
towards! one! cell! pole,! thereby! generating! unequal! sized! sibling! cells! and! thus! physical! asymmetry11,16.!
However,! how! Myosin! dynamics! and! activity! are! spatiotemporally! regulated! to! ensure! the! correct!
establishment!of!physical!asymmetry!remains!unclear.!!
Here,!we!use!photoconversion,! live!cell! imaging!and!laser!cutting!experiments!in!the!Drosophila!
neuroblast! system! to! specifically! investigate! the! molecular! mechanisms! underlying! sibling! cell! size!
asymmetry.!We! show! that! Myosin! relocalizes! to! the! cleavage! furrow! via! two! distinct! cortical! Myosin!
flows:! a! polarity! induced,! basally! directed!Myosin! flow! originating! on! the! apical! cortex! and! starting! at!
anaphase!onset.!Subsequently,!mitotic!spindle!cues!establish!a!Myosin!gradient!at!the!lateral!neuroblast!
cortex,! necessary! to! trigger! an! apically! directed! flow,! originating! on! the! basal! cortex.! Based! on! data!





To! learn! how! Myosin! is! regulated! in! asymmetrically! dividing! neuroblasts,! we! used! live! cell!
imaging!and!measured!the!relocalization!dynamics!of!NonImuscle!Myosin! II! (visualized!with!Sqh::GFP17;!
Myosin! (Myo),! hereafter)! together!with! the! cell! cycle!marker!His2A::mRFP.!We! confirmed! that! by! late!






by! spaghetti# squash;# sqh19)! or! the! Myosin! heavy! chains! (encoded! by! zipper;! zip20)! tagged! with! the!




the! apical! cortex! shortly! before! apical! Myosin! clearing! and! followed! the! subsequent! relocalization! of!
these! photoconverted! filaments!with! live! cell! imaging! in! intact! fly! larval! brains! or! isolated! neuroblasts!
(see! methods).! This! pool! of! photoconverted! Myosin! spread! almost! over! the! entire! cortex! and!
subsequently! focused! at! the! cleavage! furrow! region! (Figure! 1d,! Supplemental! Figure! 1a,! movie! S1! &!
movie! S2).! Similarly,!Myo::mDendra2! filaments! that!were! photoconverted! on! the! basal! cortex! in! early!
anaphase!accumulated!at!the!forming!cleavage!furrow!later!in!anaphase!(Figure!1e,!movie!S3).!Thus,!both!






and! subsequently! a! basal! I! apical! directed! cortical! flow22.! To! distinguish! between! these! scenarios,! we!
converted!Myo::mDendra2!at!the!lateral!cortex!shortly!after!apical!clearing.! If!cortical!Myosin!filaments!
would!contribute!to!the!cleavage!furrow!through!cytoplasmic!relocalization,!we!anticipated!that!Myosin!
would! label! the! furrow! symmetrically.! Alternatively,! laterally! photoconverted!Myosin! filaments! should!
predominantly! stay! at! the! lateral! neuroblast! cortex! if! cortical! flow! is! the! predominant! mechanism!
(supplemental!Figure!1b,c).!In!all!cells!(100!%;!n!=!49)!we!observed!that!photoconverted!Myosin!remains!
asymmetrically! localized! after! photoconverting! in! early! anaphase! neuroblasts,! labeling! predominantly!
one! side! of! the! neuroblast! cortex! during! anaphase! and! early! telophase.! Furthermore,! laterally!
photoconverted!Myo::mDendra2! flowed! to! the! furrow! region! and!became!more! confined! towards! the!
beginning!of!furrow!ingression!(Figure!1f!&!movie!S4).!The!observed!flows!are!not!a!consequence!of!cell!
shape! changes! since! photoconverted!Gap43::mEos23! –! a!membrane!marker! I! from! the! apical,! basal! or!




onset! and! (2)! a! basal! –! apical! flow,! starting! ~! 60! s! later.! We! conclude! that! cortical! flow! is! a! major!









Neuroblasts! lacking!mitotic! spindles! (colcemidItreatment)! and! the! spindleIassembly! checkpoint!
component! Rod25,! displayed! a! strong! delay! in! basal! Myosin! clearing10,16,18! (and! Figure! 2aIc)! and! also!
prevented! the! chromatin! from! reaching! the! basal! cortex! (Figure! 2a).! Since! DNAIderived! cues! have!
recently! been! implicated! in! cortical! remodeling26,27,! we! investigated! its! role! during! asymmetric! cell!
division!in!more!detail.!In!wild!type!neuroblasts,!chromatids!approached!the!basal!cortex!more!than!the!
apical! cortex! (Figure! 2d,f! &! Supplemental! Figure! 2a).! In! colcemidItreated! rod!mutant! neuroblasts,! the!




of!which!were!previously! implicated! in!chromatidIassociated!cortex! remodeling26,27,28! I!are! required! for!
apical!and!basal!Myosin!clearing.!Ran!accumulated!around!the!chromatin! in!metaphase!as!reported!for!
other!cell!types29I31!but!subsequently!enriched!on!the!sister!chromatids,!segregating!into!the!neuroblast!
(Supplemental! figure! 2c).! Pp1I87B! was! associated! with! neuroblast! chromatin! in! interphase! and! late!
telophase! but! was! widely! distributed! throughout! the! neuroblast’s! cytoplasm! during! anaphase! when!
Myosin! relocalization! starts! (Supplemental! Figure! 2f).! Thus,! neither! Ran’s! nor! Pp1I87B’s! localization!
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correlated! with! the! sequence! of! basal! Myosin! clearing.! KnockingIdown! Ran,# Pp1O87B# or# sds22! with!
inducible!RNAi,!expression!of!the!dominantInegative!RanT24N,!32!or!using!mutant!alleles!to!remove!sds22!
and!Pp1O87B,!respectively!did!neither!compromise!apical!nor!basal!Myosin!clearing!(Supplemental!Figure!
2d,e).!However,!we!noticed! that! sibling! cell! size! asymmetry!was!perturbed!after! knockingIdown!Sds22!
(see!below).!!
Finally,! to! exclude! the! involvement! of! another! chromosomeIderived! signal,! we! treated!






The* centralspindlin* complex* generates* a* lateral* Myosin* gradient,* necessary* for* basal* Myosin*
relocalization*
We!next!asked!how!the!mitotic!spindle!could!induce!a!basal!–!apical!Myosin!flow.!The!equatorial!
stimulation! model! proposes! that! microtubules! contacting! the! equatorial! cortex! (of! central! spindle! or!
astral!origin)! lead!to!Myosin!activation!at!the!cell!equator!through!centralspindlinIdependent!activation!
of! RhoA4.! Due! to! the! intrinsic! contractile! properties! of! Myosin,! such! an! increase! in! activated!Myosin!
generates!a!cortical!flow!towards!the!highest!Myosin!density33.!To!test!whether!this!model!could!explain!
the! basal! –! apical!Myosin! flow! in! neuroblasts,! we! first! analyzed! the! localization! of! the! centralspindlin!
complex!using!Tum::Venus34.!From!anaphase!onset!onwards,!Tum!was!detected!on!bundled!microtubules!
in! the! cell! center,! but! also! decorated! microtubules! contacting! the! lateral! cortex! (Figure! 3a,! b;!
Supplemental!Figure!3a).! Importantly,!Tum!preceded!Myosin’s!enrichment!on!the! lateral!cortex! (Figure!
3b;!compare!60!s!vs.!90!s!time!point).!Subsequently,!both!Tum!and!Myosin!enrichment!shifted!closer!to!
the!basal!cortex!during!anaphase!(Figure!3b;!Timepoints!60!s!I!255!s).!High!temporal!resolution!imaging!
indicated! that! lateral!Myosin! accumulation! always! occurred! prior! to! basal!Myosin! clearing! (Figure! 3c;!
n=10).! Tum! localization! and! subsequent! Myosin! enrichment! agrees! with! the! equatorial! stimulation!
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model.! To! confirm! it! we! (1)! depleted! the! mitotic! spindle! completely! (rodH4.8# mutants! treated! with!
colcemid),! (2)! removed! the! centralspindlin! components! Tum! and! Pav! and! (3)! knockedIdown! the!
chromosomal! passenger! complex! component! AurB,! acting! upstream! of! the! centralspindlin! complex35.!
Apical! Myosin! relocalization! is! not! affected! under! these! conditions18! but! lateral! enrichment! was!
abolished.!Furthermore,!Myosin!enriched!on!the!basal!cortex!and!cleared!with!a!significant!delay!(Figure!
3dIg!&!Supplemental!Figure!3b,!c).!!
!Since! cortical! Myosin! is! bound! to! filamentous! Actin! (FIActin),! Myosin’s! intrinsic! contractility!
should! induce! an! FIActin! flow.! To! test! this! hypothesis,! we! expressed! Vinculin’s! Actin! binding! subunit!
(Vt)36,! tagged! with! the! Fluorescence! Resonance! Energy! Transfer! (FRET)! pair! mTFP! and! Venus!
(mTFP1::VenusIVt)37!(and!Tsankova!A.,!et!al.,!in!preparation)!and!measured!(1)!FIActin!localization!and!(2)!
intermolecular!FRET.!We!found!that!FIActin!intensity,!and!concomitantly!also!FRET!ratios,!increased!prior!
to! furrow! formation,! which! was! assayed! by!measuring! curvature! changes! in! the! future! furrow! region!
(Figure! 4aIc),! suggesting! that! FIActin! crowding! precedes! furrow! ingression.! Furthermore,! both! lateral!
Myosin! enrichment! and! subsequently! basal! Myosin! clearing! preceded! furrow! ingression.! These! data!




Our! photoconversion! experiments! showed! that! the! apical! –! basal! Myosin! flow! contributes! to!
lateral! Myosin! enrichment! but! we! wanted! to! know! whether! Myosin! can! also! be! recruited! to! the!
equatorial! cortex! from!the!cytoplasm.!To! this!end,!we!used!a!pulsed!UV! laser! (see!methods)! to! induce!
local!lesions!in!the!neuroblast!cortex!(see!methods).!Cutting!the!cortex!caused!cortical!Myosin!to!fall!into!




early! anaphase! (after! apical!Myosin! depletion),!Myosin! also! returned! to! the! cortex! but! did! not! spread!
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uniformly! anymore;!Myosin! was! localized! in! a! confined! band,! coinciding! with! the! ingressing! cleavage!
furrow!(Figure!5b,d!&!movie!S7).!Surprisingly,!in!neuroblasts!devoid!of!mitotic!spindles!(colcemidItreated!






Spatiotemporally* controlled* Myosin* flow* onset* contributes* to* furrow* positioning* and* physical*
asymmetry*
Since! unequal! cortical! expansion! is! dependent! on!Myosin! localization16! the! differential!Myosin!
flow!onset! described!here!would! provide! an! intuitive!model! for! basal! cleavage! furrow!positioning! and!
thus!physical!asymmetry!(Figure!6a).!To!test!this!hypothesis,!we!need!to!measure!(1)!Myosin!flow!velocity!
and!(2)!correlate!Myosin!flow!onset!with!physical!asymmetry.!To!this!end,!we!used!our!photoconversion!
dataset! and! developed! software! to! quantify! Myosin! flow! velocity! (see! methods,! Figure! 6b! and!
Supplemental! Figure! 5a).! Velocity!measurements!were! only! performed! until! cell! deformation! set! in! to!
exclude! an! overestimation! of! Myosin! flow! speed.! These! measurements! did! not! reveal! a! statistical!
significant!difference!between!apical!–!basal!and!basal!–!apical!flow,!albeit!some!variability!was!detected!
(Figure!6c).!!
!To!correlate!Myosin! flow!onset!with!physical!asymmetry,!we! first! identified!mutant!conditions,!
altering!Myosin!flow!onset!on!both!poles.!In!wild!type!neuroblasts,!the!temporal!difference!between!the!
two!flows! is!~!60!s! (Mean:!65.56!s;!+/I!13.33;!n!=!9).!Neuroblasts!depleted!for! intrinsic!polarity!such!as!
pins!single!or!dlg;;pins!double!mutants!showed!almost!no!delay!between!apical!and!basal!Myosin!clearing!
(Mean:!11!s;!+/I!8.062;!n!=!15).!Rod!mutant!neuroblasts!treated!with!colcemid!showed!a!strong!delay!in!
basal! Myosin! clearing,! increasing! the! time! between! apical! and! basal! Myosin! flow! onset! to! almost! 3!
minutes! (Mean:! 173.1! s;! +/I! 32.69;! n! =! 13).! Finally,! we! also! found! that! Flavopiridol,! a! Cdk1! inhibitor,!
induced!a!premature!Myosin!flow!from!the!basal!to!the!apical!cortex!(data!not!shown).!In!this!case,!both!
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flows! started! with! a! minimal! delay! (Mean:! 16.36! s;! +/I! 19.12;! n! =! 11),! mimicking! dlg;;pins! mutant!
neuroblasts!(Figure!6d!&!Supplemental!Figure!5bIe).!!
Myosin! relocalization! times! also! correlated!well!with! cortical! expansion.!Wild! type! neuroblasts!
showed!more!apical!than!basal!cortical!expansion.!In!colcemidItreated!neuroblasts!only!basal!growth!was!
reduced,! also! due! to! a! retraction! of! the! cortex.!dlg;;pins! double!mutants! and! flavopiridolItreated! cells!
showed!comparable!cortical!expansion16!(Supplemental!Figure!6a,b!and!data!not!shown).!!
Next,! we! measured! the! distance! from! the! cleavage! furrow! to! the! apical! and! basal! cortex,!
respectively! to!determine!an!asymmetry! ratio!and!plotted! it! against! the! individual! clearing! time!delay.!
The!measured!clearing!times!showed!a!good!correlation!with!the!resulting!asymmetry! index;!the! larger!
the!difference!between!apical!and!basal!clearing,!the!bigger!the!asymmetry!index.!For!instance,!dlg;;pins!
double! mutants! showed! an! asymmetry! index! close! to! 1.! Colcemid! treated! rod! mutant! neuroblasts!
delayed! basal! Myosin! clearing! considerably,! resulting! in! an! extreme! asymmetry! ratio.! The! calculated!
correlation! (Pearson)! coefficient! is! close! to! 1,! suggesting! that! spatiotemporally! regulated! Myosin!
relocalization! is! a!major! contributor! for!basally! shifted! cleavage! furrow!positioning.!However,! although!
FlavopiridolItreated! and! pins! single! mutant! neuroblasts! had! comparable! Myosin! clearing! times! to!





A! prime! suspect! for! this! additional! factor! could! be! spindle! geometry,! prompting! us! to! analyze!
both! spindle! positioning! and! spindle! asymmetry! by!measuring! the! distance! of! the! centrosomes! to! the!
cortex! (positioning)! and! the! length! of! the! apical! and! basal! spindle! half! at! metaphase! and! telophase!
(asymmetry),! respectively.! We! found! that! compared! to! wild! type,! flavopiridolItreated! and! dlg;;pins!
mutant! neuroblasts! showed! normally! positioned! spindles! in! metaphase.! However,! metaphase!




spindles! (Figure! 7a,c).! Although! we! could! not! measure! spindle! asymmetry! and! positioning! during!
anaphase,!we!found!that!in!telophase,!spindles!of!wild!type,!sds22!mutants!and!neuroblasts!treated!with!
flavopiridol,! were! displaced! towards! the! basal! cortex! (Figure! 7d,e).! Only! dlg;;pins! mutants! contained!
centered! telophase! spindles! (Figure! 7d,e).! However,! telophase! asymmetry! was! mostly! affected! in!
dlg;;pins! and! mildly! compromised! in! FlavopiridolItreated! or! sds22! deficient! neuroblasts! (Figure! 6d,f).!
Spindle! geometry! correlated! well! with! the! shift! in! furrow! positioning! (Supplemental! Figure! 6c).! We!
conclude! that! in! addition! to! temporally! regulated!Myosin! flow! onset,! spindle! positioning! and! spindle!





how! physical! asymmetry! can! be! established.! Previously,! it! has! been! shown! that! Myosin! localization!
determines! cortical! expansion;! cortical! regions! containing! fewer! Myosin! filaments! will! be! allowed! to!
expand! whereas! regions! containing! high! levels! of! Myosin! are! prevented! to! grow16.! Unequal! cortical!
expansion!can!thus!be!regulated!through!asymmetric!Myosin! localization.!However,!the!spatiotemporal!
regulation!controlling!asymmetric!Myosin!localization!and!its!dynamics!remained!elusive.!Here,!we!have!
shown! that! two! opposing! cortical!Myosin! flows,! starting! at! different! times! and! locations,! are! a!major!
mechanism! to! establish! asymmetric! Myosin! distribution.! For! instance,! shortly! after! anaphase! onset,!
Myosin! starts! to! flow! towards! the! basal! cortex,! enabling! the! apical! cortex! to! expand.!With! a! delay! of!
about! 1! minute,! Myosin! subsequently! flows! from! the! basal! cortex! towards! the! apical! pole.! This!
spatiotemporal! flow! pattern! ultimately! regulates! unequal! cortical! expansion,! necessary! for! the!
establishment!of!physical!asymmetry.!
Cortical! flow! is! triggered! through! Myosin! contractility,! pulling! Actin! filaments! and! associated!
proteins!–!such!as!nonIcontractile!Myosin!I!towards!the!contractile!Myosin!filaments33.!For!cortical!flow!
to! start,!Myosin! contractility!would! need! to! be! increased! or! inhibited! locally38.! Here,!we! propose! that!
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Myosin! flow! onset! on! the! basal! cortex! is! induced! through! a! lateral! enhancement! of! Myosin! activity,!
regulated! through! local! delivery! of! the! centralspindlin! complex.! This! model! is! supported! with! the!
following! data:! (1)! the! centralspindlin! complex! component! Tumbleweed! is! accumulating! at! the! lateral!





that! localized! activation! of! the! small!GTPase!Rho1! through! the! centralspindlin! complex! results! in! local!
Myosin! filament! formation! and! thus! Myosin! gradient! formation! (Figure! 6g).! Furthermore,! our! laser!
cutting!experiments!clearly! show!that! the!mitotic! spindle! is!not! required! to!bring!Myosin! to! the!cortex!
but! to! confine! it! to! a! focused! region! on! the! lateral! cortex,! corresponding! to! the! furrow! position.! This!
result! is! consistent! with! our! earlier! observation,! showing! that! the! centralspindlin! component! Pav! is!
already!localized!at!the!neuroblast!cortex!by!metaphase!(similar!to!Myosin)39.!Thus,!we!conclude!that!the!
mitotic!neuroblast!cortex! is!primed!to!bind!Myosin!filaments!already!before!anaphase!but!that!spindleI
dependent! cues! build! up! a! lateral! Myosin! gradient! specifically! from! early! anaphase! onwards.! It! is!
important! to! note! that!Myosin! flow! onset! on! the! apical! cortex! is! independent! of! both! chromatin! and!
spindle! cues18,24! (data! shown! here);! the! molecular! nature! of! its! onset! will! be! described! elsewhere!
(Tsankova,!A.,!et!al.,!in!preparation).!!
Our! results! also! imply! that! spindle! geometry! is! an! important! factor! in! determining! the! lateral!
position! of! the!Myosin! gradient,! providing! an! additional! layer! of! regulation! which! influences! how! far!




Myosin! flow! onset! and! spindle! positioning/geometry! will! divide! in! a! perfectly! symmetrical! manner!
whereas!sds22!mutants,! shifting! the!spindle!cue!basally! increase!physical!asymmetry.!Having! identified!
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top! row,! green;! bottom! row)! and! the! DNA! marker! His2A::mRFP! (red;! bottom! row).! Cortical! Myosin!
intensity!was!measured!at!the!apical!(dark!green!dashed!box)!and!basal!cortex!(light!green!dashed!box)!
throughout!mitosis!and!plotted! in! (b).!Chromatid!segregation!starts!at! “0!s”.! (c)!Mean!apical!and!basal!
Myosin!clearing!time!and!standard!deviation! in!relation!to!chromatid!segregation.!The!blue!and!orange!
numbers!represent!the!mean!value.!Myosin::Dendra2!was!photoconverted!on!the!(d)*apical,*(e)!basal!and!
(f)! lateral! neuroblast! cortex.! Top! row:! Photoconverted! Myosin.! Bottom! row:! overlay! between! NonI












and!DNA! (red).!The!white!dashed! line! indicates! the! region! represented! in! the!kymograph.!Kymographs!
were!used!to!measure! the!distance!between!the!chromosomes!and!the!apical! (yellow!arrows)!or!basal!






the! distance! of! the! neuroblast’s! chromatid! to! the! cortex! and! (i)! Myosin! intensity! for! each! of! the! 16!






Figure* 3:* The* centralspindlin* complex* induces* basolateral* Myosin* enrichment,* necessary* for* basal*
Myosin*relocalization.*
(a)!Representative!wild!type!neuroblasts!expressing!Tum::Venus!(white;!middle!row,!green;!overlay),!and!
stained! for! alphaITubulin! (aTub;! red)! and!phosphoIHistone3! (PH3;!white! in! first! and! third! row).!Higher!
magnification!images!correspond!to!regions!highlighted!with!yellow!and!blue!squares.!(b)!Representative!
image!sequence!of!a!wild!type!neuroblast!expressing!Myosin!(white;!top!row,!red;!overlay!in!third!row)!
and! Tumbleweed! (white;! second! row,! green;! overlay! in! third! row).!Higher!magnification!pictures!were!
taken!from!the!regions!highlighted!with!white!dashed!boxes!and!shown!as!a!merge!(third!row).!Myosin!
(red)!and!Tumbleweed!(green)!intensity!plots,!obtained!from!the!apical!to!the!basal!cortex,!are!shown!for!
each!time!point.!(c)!Kymographs!showing!Myosin! intensity!at!the! lateral! (green!boxes)!and!at!the!basal!
neuroblast! cortex! (orange! boxes)! for! one! representative! wild! type! neuroblast.! Kymographs! were!
generated!from!high!temporal!resolution!timeIlapse!movies!(2!second!acquisition!time).!The!graph!shows!
Myosin! intensity! at! the! lateral! (green! plot)! and! basal! cortex! (orange! plot).! Representative! image!
sequences!of! third! instar!neuroblasts!expressing!Sqh::GFP! (green)!and!Cherry::Jupiter! (MTs;!purple)! for!







(a)! Representative! image! sequence! of! a! wild! type! neuroblast! expressing! the! FIActin! probe! and!
intramolecular! FRET! sensor! TSmodIVT.! The! color! in! the! images! represents! the! FRET! ratio! (1st! row).!
Curvature! and! FIActin! intensity! were! determined! along! the! curved! yellow! line! (2nd! and! 3rd! row,!
respectively).! Positive! curvature! is! indicated!with! a! “+”,! negative! curvature! (furrowing)!with! a! “I“.! The!
horizontal! dashed! line! represents! the! change! from! negative! to! positive! curvature! values.! The! region!
corresponding!to!the!future!cleavage!furrow!is!indicated!in!red!and!highlighted!in!the!graphs!below.!Blue!
arrows!emphasize!furrowing.!(b)*Graph!showing!FIActin! intensity!(teal)!and!mean!curvature!(dark!blue)!
changes! from! the! furrow! region! (red! line! in! (a)).! For! this! and! subsequent! graphs,! the! time!before! and!
after! cleavage! furrow! ingression! is! plotted! along! the! X! axis.! The! horizontal! dashed! line! represents! the!
change!from!negative!to!positive!curvature!values.!Onset!of!furrowing!corresponds!to!the!timepoint!“0”.!


















(a)! Schematic! illustration! of! the! model! to! be! tested:! if! cleavage! furrow! positioning! and! thus! physical!
asymmetry!depends!on!Myosin!flows,!then!altering!Myosin!flow!onset!on!the!apical!and/or!basal!cortex!
will! misposition! the! cleavage! furrow,! if! Myosin! flow! velocities! on! both! cortices! are! similar.! (b)!
Representative!wild!type!neuroblasts!showing!photoconverted!Myosin!at!the!apical!(left)!or!basal!cortex!
(right).!Myosin!flow!velocity!was!determined!with!customImade!software!and!stamped!onto!the!images.!
(c)!Relative!apical!–!basal!and!basal!–!apical!Myosin! flow!speed! in!third! instar!wild!type!neuroblasts.! In!
most!cases,!averaged!values!were!plotted.!(d)!Scatter!plot!showing!basal!Myosin!clearing!time!after!apical!
depletion! for! wildItype,! flavopiridolI! or! colcemidItreated! neuroblasts,! dlg;;pins! and! pins! mutant!
neuroblasts.! (e)! Scatter! plot! showing! the! correlation! between!Myosin! clearing! on! the! apical! and! basal!
cortex! and! the! final! furrow! position! in! late! anaphase/early! telophase.! A! Pearson! coefficient! of! “1”!
indicates!a!perfect!correlation!between!Myosin!clearing!and!furrow!positioning.!Scale!bars:!5!µm.!
!
Figure* 7:* Spindle* asymmetry* and* positioning* contribute* to* confined* cleavage* furrow* placement* and*
physical*asymmetry.**
Representative! snapshots! for!wildItype,! flavopiridolItreated,!dlg;;pins! and! sds22!mutant! (a)!metaphase!
and!(d)!telophase!neuroblasts.!Myosin!is!shown!in!green!and!MTs!in!magenta.!(b,*e)!Scatter!plot!showing!
spindle! position! and! (c,* f)! spindle! asymmetry! for! each! genotype! at! metaphase! and! telophase,!
respectively.!!
(g)!Model.! In!Drosophila#neuroblasts,! polarity! cues! are! used! to! initiate! an! apical! –! basal!Myosin! flow.!
Apical! clearing! of!Myosin! allows! apical! cortical! expansion.! Subsequently,!Myosin! flows! from! the! basal!
towards! the! apical! neuroblast! cortex! induced! through! a! lateral! Myosin! gradient,! which! is! established!
through! anaphase! spindle! cues.! The! centralspindlin! complex! is! required! to! enrich! for! Myosin! on! the!
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(a)! Neuroblasts! from! intact! brains,! expressing! Myo::mDendra2! (Myosin’s! heavy! chains,! encoded! by!
zipper,!fused!to!the!photoconvertable!fluorescent!protein!mDendra2)!were!photoconverted!in!a!confined!
region!(purple!dashed!box)!on!the!apical!cortex.! In!this!and!all!subsequent!panels,!nonIphotoconverted!
and!photoconverted!Myosin!are! represented! in! green!and! red,! respectively.! Time! is! shown!as! seconds!
after! the! photoconversion.! (b,* c)! Cartoons! representing! two! possible! distributions! after! lateral!




(d)! Apical,! (e)! basal! and! (f)! lateral! control! photoconversion! experiments!with! the!membrane! receptor!













RanT24N! is!a!dominantInegative.! (f)!Dividing!neuroblasts! immunostained! for!alphaITubulin! (white! in! first!
and!third!row)!and!Pp1I87B!(Pp1I87BIHA;!white! in!middle!row,!green! in!third!row),! from! interphase!to!
telophase.!Representative! Image!sequences!of!neuroblasts!expressing!Sqh::GFP! (white;! top!row,!green;!
bottom! row)! and! Cherry::Jupiter! (magenta! in! overlay)! and! (g)! RNAi! against!pp1O87B! or! (h)!mutant! for!





(a)! Representative! third! instar! wild! type! neuroblast! expressing! the! centralspindlin! component!
Tumbleweed! fused! to!Venus! (Tum::Venus,!white;! top! row,! green;! second! row)!and! the! spindle!marker!
Cherry::Jupiter!(magenta)!from!anaphase!onset!until!telophase.!Third!row!shows!a!higher!magnification!
image! of! the! region,! highlighted! with! the! yellow! dashed! box.! From! these! regions,! Tum! intensity! was!
measured!and!plotted!as!a!3D!graph!(bottom!row).!!Blue!and!yellow!arrows!highlight!Tum!accumulations!
at! the! lateral! cortex!and!on!centralspindle!microtubules.! (b)!TimeIlapse!of!a! representative! third! instar!
neuroblast,! expressing! Sqh::GFP! (green),! Cherry::Jupiter! (magenta)! and! RNAi! against! aurB.! Myosin!
intensity!measurements!were!performed!from!the!apical!to!the!basal!neuroblast!cortex!at!three!different!




Supplemental* Figure* 4:* The* mitotic* spindle* is* not* required* for* cortical* Myosin* recruitment* in*
metaphase.*







(a)! Apical! –! basal! and! basal! –! apical! Myosin! flow! were! calculated! by! assigning! a! centroid! to! the!
photoconverted! signal.! The! position! of! the! centroid! in! relation! to! the! apical! and/or! basal! neuroblast!
cortex! was! used! to! determine! flow! velocity.! Representative! image! sequence! of! a! (b)! dlg;;pins# double!
mutant!or! (d)! FlavopiridolItreated!wild! type!neuroblast,! expressing!Myosin! (white!on! the!upper!panel,!
green! on! the! merge)! and! Cherry::Jupiter! (magenta! on! the! merge).! Cortical! Myosin! intensity! was!
measured!on! the!apical! (dark!green!dashed!box)!and!basal! cortex! (light!green!dashed!box)! throughout!





Scatter! plots! showing! (a)! apical! and! (b)! basal! cortical! extension! in! wild! type,! flavopiridolItreated,!










Movie*S1:*Apical*Myosin* filaments* contribute* to* the* cleavage* furrow* in* telophase* in* intact* larval* fly*
brains.*
Third! instar! larval! wild! type! neuroblast! of! an! intact! brain! lobe,! expressing! the! photoconvertable!





Movie* S2:* Apical* Myosin* filaments* contribute* to* the* cleavage* furrow* in* telophase* in* isolated*
neuroblasts.*
Third! instar! larval! wild! type! neuroblast! from! a! primary! culture! expressing! the! photoconvertable!
fluorescent! protein! mDendra2,! fused! with! Myosin’s! heavy! chain,! encoded! by! zipper! (zip::mDendra2;!















Third! instar! larval! wild! type! neuroblast! of! an! intact! brain! lobe,! expressing! photoconvertable!
Sqh::mDendra2.! Myosin! was! photoconverted! laterally! in! early! anaphase.! Note! that! photoconverted!
Myosin!remains!confined!to!the! lateral! region!and!moves!towards!the!cleavage!furrow.!The!neuroblast!




Isolated! and! cultured! third! instar! larval! wild! type! neuroblast! expressing! Gap43! fused! to! the!
photoconvertable! fluorescent! protein! mEos! (Gap43::mEos).! Photoconversion! was! performed! on! the!





Isolated!and!cultured! third! instar! larval!wild! type!neuroblast!expressing!Gap43::mEos.!Photoconversion!
was! performed! on! the! lateral! neuroblast! cortex! (purple! box)! and! imaged! every! 10.5! s.! Note! that!








the! laserIcutting!site!and!the!yellow!box!highlights!the!cortical! lesion!after!the!cut.!Note!that!Myosin! is!
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Third! instar! larval!rod!mutant,!colcemidItreated!neuroblast!of!an! intact!brain! lobe,!expressing!Sqh::GFP!
(Myosin!;!white)!and!imaged!every!10!s.!A!UV!laser!pulse!was!used!to!cut!the!cortex!in!anaphase!(yellow!










sds22PB1173! 43,! pp1O87B! RNAi! (v35025;! VDRC),! pp1O87BBg3! (BL23696;! Bloomington),! pp1O87BBg6! 44,!
Df(3R)Exel6164!(removes!Pp1I87B;!Bloomington).!!
Transgenes!and!fluorescent!markers:!
worGal4,# UASOcherry::Jupiter,# Sqh::GFP24,! Histone2A::mRFP1# (Bloomington! stock! center),! UASO
Tum::Venus34.#UASIRanIQ69L,!UASIRanIT24N45.!UASIGap43::mEos23.!Sqh::mCherry!46.!!
Transgenes!were!expressed!using!the!neuroblast!specific!driver!worGal447.!


















Tub! (DM1A,! Sigma;! 1:2500),! rabbit! antiIphosphoIHistone! 3! (Abcam;! 1:1000),! chicken! antiIGFP! (abcam;!














Imaging!medium! (Schneider’s! insect!medium! (SigmaIAldrich! S0146)!mixed!with! 10!%! FBS! (Sigma),! 2!%!
PenStrepNeo!(Sigma),!0.02!mg/mL!insulin!(Sigma),!20!mM!LIglutamine!(Sigma),!0.04!mg/mL!LIglutathione!
(Sigma)!and!5!µg/mL!20Ihydroxyecdysone!(Sigma))!was!warmed!up!to!room!temperature!before!use.!!
96h! after! egg! laying,! larval! brains! were! dissected! in! imaging! medium! and! transferred! onto! a! gasI










17.1! g/L! sucrose,! 1! g/L! BSA)! at! room! temperature.! Brains! were! then! dissociated! in! Chang! &! Gerhing!





Fixed! samples! were! imaged! using! an! inverted! Leica! TSC! SPE! confocal! microscope.! For! representative!
images!a!60X/1.40NA!oil!immersion!objective!was!used.!For!4X!scans!a!zIstep!size!of!0.3!μm!was!used.!






For! laser! cutting! experiments,! Andor’s! Micropoint! system,! consisting! of! a! pulsed! nitrogen! pumped!
tunable! dye! laser! was! used.! Ablation! was! performed! using! a! power! of! 72! %.! Imaging! was! performed!




96! h! larval! brains! expressing! Zipper::mDendra2! were! used! after! their! dissociation! (see! above).!
Photoconversion!experiments!were!performed!on!an!Andor!Revolution!spinning!disc!system!containing!
Andor’s!FRAPPA!unit.!Several! regions!of! interests! (ROIs)!were!manually!chosen! in! the!GFP!channel!and!
Zipper::mDendra2! was! irradiated! with! 405! nm! on! either! the! apical,! basal! or! lateral! cortex! just! after!
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anaphase! onset.! Before! photoconversion,! single! Z! planes! containing! ROIs! were! scanned! for! ten! time!
points!with!maximum!speed.!Subsequently,!ROIs!were! irradiated!with!405!nm!(10!%;!50!repeats;!50!µs!



















another,! the! apical! and! basal! cortical! regions! used! for! intensity!measurement! correspond! to! ¼! of! the!
diameter! of! the! cell! in! metaphase.! Background! corrections! were! performed! by! measuring! Myosin!
intensity! in! the! media.! Myosin! flow! velocity! was! obtained! using! a! customImade! Matlab! code.!







was!measured!both! at! the! cortex! and! in! the! cytoplasm!before! and! after! cortical! cuts!were! performed!
using!a!line!on!the!entire!cortex!or!a!circle!in!the!cytoplasm.!!


























was! done! for! all! acquired! time! points.! To! determine! cortical! intensity! signal! for! both! Myosin! and!
polymerized! actin! markers,! a! spline! curve! was! drawn! along! the! cell! cortex! on! the! average! intensity!
projection!image!and!the!XY!coordinates!of!this!curve!were!exported!to!a!text!file.!Custom!made!Matlab!
codes!were!written! to!extract! the!exact!XY!coordinates!of! the!drawn!curve! from!the! text! file.! Intensity!
signal!of!the!drawn!curve!was!calculated!from!the! image!using!an!average! intensity!of!the!three!pixels,!










First,! a! background! subtraction! was! performed! for! both! donor! and! FRET! detected! signals! using! a!
background! averaged! noise! obtained! from! 50! different! images! acquired! with! the! same! imaging!
conditions.!Then,!the!FRET!index!was!calculated!by!calculating!the!ratio!between!the!FRET!acceptor!and!
FRET!donor! intensity!after!subtracting!background!noise.!A!cutIoff! threshold! (range!700I1100!a.u.)!was!
used!for!the!donor!intensity!such!that!only!pixels!with!intensity!above!the!cutIoff!are!used!for!FRET!index!
calculations.!This!cutIoff!threshold!step!was!required!to!eliminate!artificially!high!FRET!index!pixels!in!the!
medium! due! to! fluctuating! noises.! The! FRET! index! was! determined! for! all! slices! in! the! zIstack! at! all!
acquired! time!points.!3D! images!with!FRET! index!distribution!was! reconstructed! in! Imaris.!The!Oblique!
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Slicer! tool!was! used! to! view! FRET! index! distribution! at! the! cell!midIplane.! To! determine! average! FRET!
index! for! the! furrow! site,! a! zIfocal! plane!which!best! represents! the! furrow! site!was! selected! for! every!
time!point!for!the!analysis.!Average!FRET! index!around!the!furrow!site!was!calculated!by!averaging!the!
FRET! index!along! the!cortex!with!30!pixels! long!and!5!pixels! thick!centered!at! the! furrow!site.!Average!
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the! main! conclusions.! T.T.P! performed! the! FIActin! localization,! FRET! and! curvature! experiments! and!
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much! is! known! about! the! phosphorylation! profile! of! Myosin! during! ACD! of! Drosophila!
neuroblasts.! In! the! second! part! of! the! current! work! we! used! phosphoIspecific! antibodies! in!
order!to!understand!how!activated!Myosin!is!distributed!in!asymmetrically!dividing!neuroblasts.!
Furthermore,!we!test!kinases,!which!might!act!as!putative!Myosin!regulators!specifically!at!the!





dynamics! via! Drosophila! Rho! kinase/Drok! and! Protein! Kinase! N/Pkn! during! asymmetric! cell!
division”)! we! show! that! Myosin! activity! plays! a! key! role! in! the! asymmetrically! dividing!
neuroblasts! for! establishment! of! cortical! stability,! cell! shape! and! correct! cleavage! furrow!
positioning.! The! activation! profile! of! Myosin! during! ACD! is! tightly! controlled! through! two!
kinases;!Drok!and!PKN.!Initially,!Drok!responds!to!cell!cycle!and!polarity!cues!to!recruit!Myosin!to!















































motor* protein* is* spatiotemporally* controlled* is* incompletely* understood.* Here,* we* show* that* in*





Kinase*N* (Pkn)* to* the*apical* neuroblast* cortex;*Drok* further* increases*phosphoNMyosin*whereas*Pkn*







Cell! shape! changes,! instrumental! in! driving! tissue! morphogenesis,! depend! to! a! large! extend! on! the!
dynamic! behavior! of! the! actomyosin! cytoskeleton1.! The!motor! protein! NonImuscle!Myosin! II! (Myosin!
hereafter)!provides!the!necessary!force!to!pull!Actin!filaments!together.!This!intrinsic!property!is!utilized!
during! cell! division,! enabling! cells! to! undergo! dramatic! cell! shape! changes,! such! as! cell! rounding,!
elongation!and!polar!expansion.!Furthermore,!Myosin!dynamics!are!also!instrumental!during!cytokinesis,!
the!process!that!ensures!the!physical!separation!of!both!cytoplasmic,!cortical!and!nuclear!contents2.!The!
site! on! the! cell! membrane! where! an! actomyosinIcontaining! contractile! ring! I! necessary! for! cleavage!
furrow! formation! and! cytokinesis! I! will! be! positioned! has! to! be! determined! with! great! precision.! In!
asymmetrically!dividing!stem!cells,!cleavage!furrow!mispositioning!can!result!in!defective!segregation!of!
cell! fate! determinants! and! to! changes! in! cell! fate! and! cell! behavior3,4.! Thus,! during! cell! division! both!
spatial!and!temporal!cues!are!necessary!to!correctly!regulate!Myosin!localization!and!activity!in!order!to!




independent! furrow! positioning! pathways! in! a! number! of! different! experimental! systems8I14.! For!
instance,! in! asymmetrically! dividing! fly! neural! stem! cells,! called! neuroblasts,! it! has! been! shown! that!
polarity! cues! are! required! for! the! positioning! of! the! cleavage! furrow! by! regulating! the! localization! of!
Myosin,! a! central! component! of! the! actomyosin! contractile! ring8,9.! Drosophila! neuroblasts! are! the!
precursors!of! the! fly’s! central!nervous! system!and!undergo! repeated! rounds!of!physical! and!molecular!
asymmetric!cell!divisions,!generating!differentiating!ganglion!mother!cells!(GMCs)!while!selfIrenewing!the!
neuroblast15.! Neuroblasts! are! intrinsically! polarized,! consisting! of! an! apically! localized! Par! complex,!
instrumental! in! confining! cell! fate!determinants! to! the!opposite!basal! cell! cortex.! Inscuteable! connects!
the!apical! Par! complex!with! the!Pins! complex,! composed!of!Partner!of! Inscuteable! (Pins;! LGN/AGS3! in!
vertebrates),! Gαi! and! Mushroom! body! defects! (Mud;! NuMA! in! vertebrates,! LinI5! in! C.# elegans)15,16.!
Shortly!after!anaphase!onset,!Myosin!relocalizes!first!from!the!apical!neuroblast!cortex,!giving!rise!to!an!
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asymmetric! distribution.! Subsequently,! Myosin! clears! from! the! basal! cortex! and! accumulates! at! the!
cleavage! furrow.! This! dynamic! Myosin! redistribution! causes! unequal! cortical! expansion,! shifting! the!
cleavage! furrow! towards! the! basal! cortex9,14.! The! spatiotemporal! regulation! of! Myosin! activity,! a!
requirement! for! the! establishment! of! sibling! cell! size! asymmetry,! is! regulated! by! neuroblast! intrinsic!
polarity!cues.!In!particular,!Pins!and!Dlg!are!important!for!correct!Myosin!relocalization!and!subsequent!





before!neuroblasts!enter!mitosis!and,! in! response! to!Pins,!also! to!enrich! it!apically! in!early!metaphase.!
Pkn! is! recruited! to! the! apical! cortex! during! metaphase! through! Pins! and! is! required! to! induce! apical!
Myosin!relocalization,!necessary!for!timely!apical!Myosin!clearing,!which!precedes!basal!Myosin!clearing.!




To! learn!how!polarity! cues! regulate!Myosin! localization! and! activity,!we!used! live! cell! imaging,!
measuring! the! dynamics! of! Sqh::GFP! (spaghetti# squash! encodes! for!Myosin’s! regulatory! subunit)! (18! &!
methods)! from!prophase!onwards!until! telophase.!As!previously!noted,!we!confirmed!that!Myosin!was!
enriched! on! the! apical! neuroblast! cortex! prior! to! apical! clearing19,20.! Using! Kymograph! analysis! (see!
methods)! we! determined! that! this! apical! enrichment! started! immediately! before! and! peaked! shortly!
after! NEB! (Figure! 1aIc).! Apical! Myosin! enrichment! at! NEB! was! significantly! reduced! in! symmetrically!
dividing! pins! mutants! (Figure! 1dIf,! k).! Similarly,! neuroblast! specific! expression! of! Gai! relocalized! Pins!
uniformly! on! the! neuroblast! cortex21! and! prevented! biased! Myosin! enrichment;! Myosin! peaked!
everywhere!on!the!neuroblast!cortex!at!NEB!(Figure!1gIi).!We!quantified!peak!Myosin!intensity!at!or!after!
NEB! on! the! apical! cortex,! basal! cortex! and! cytoplasm! in! wild! type,! pins! mutant! and! Gai! expressing!
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neuroblasts.!Interestingly,!Myosin!levels!in!pins!mutants!were!comparable!to!basal!cortical!levels!in!wild!
type! neuroblasts! but! Gαi! expressing! neuroblasts! showed! slightly! higher! cortical! Myosin! than! basal!




specifically! recognizing! the! monophosphorylated! form! of! Myosin’s! regulatory! light! chain! (recognizing!







and! Myosin,! we! performed! a! candidate! screen! and! identified! Pkn! as! a! potential! regulator! of! biased!
Myosin!phosphorylation.!Using!a!protein!trap!line!(see!methods),!containing!a!GFP!cassette!inserted!inI
frame!with!pkn’s!coding!region24,!we!performed!live!cell! imaging!to!determine!its!localization!dynamics.!
In! interphase! neuroblasts,! Pkn::GFP! was! predominantly! localized! in! the! cytoplasm.! During! prophase,!
Pkn::GFP!was!weakly!associated!with!the!apical!cortex.!Apical!localization!increased!after!NEB!and!peaked!
during!metaphase.!Subsequently,!Pkn!disappeared!from!the!apical!cortex!and!relocalized!to!the!cleavage!
furrow! (Figure! 2a! &! Supplement! Figure! 2a).! We! confirmed! Pkn’s! localization! with! two! independent!
protein! trap! lines! (data! not! shown).! The! start! of! Pkn’s! apical! localization! coincided!with! apical!Myosin!





Pkn’s! apical! localization! is! independent! of! the! spindleIdependent! pathway;! chemical! spindle!
ablation! experiments! using! colcemid! and! spindle! rotation! experiments! using!mud! mutants25I27! –! both!
conditions!retain!normal!apical!–!basal!polarity!I!did!not!alter!the!apical!localization!of!Pkn!(Supplemental!
Figure!2b,c).!However,!apical!Pkn!localization!is!compromised!in!pins!mutants;!Pkn!is!weakly!retained!on!
the! cortex,! resembling! nonIapical! cortical! Pkn! levels! in! wild! type.! Furthermore,! uniform! cortical!





Pkn! has! been! implicated! in! actomyosin! dependent! processes! such! as! dorsal! closure! during!
embryogenesis! or! nurse! cell! dumping28,29.! We! used! the! previously! isolated! loss! of! function! allele!
pkn06736,30! to! assay! whether! Pkn! is! required! for! Myosin! activity! and! dynamics! during! asymmetric!
neuroblast!division! (see!methods!and! legends! for!exact!genotype).!We!stained! larval!brains,!expressing!
Sqh::GFP! with! the! cell! cycle! marker! DAPI! and! Sqh1P23! antibody! to! investigate! the! localization! of!
phosphorylated! and! thus! activated! Myosin.! Pkn! mutants! retained! patches! of! apical! Sqh::GFP! at!
comparable!levels!to!wild!type!neuroblasts.!However,!Sqh::GFP!was!significantly!reduced!on!the!basal!or!
lateral! cortex! (Figure! 3a,b).! Similarly,! monophosphorylated!Myosin! was! either! restricted! to! the! apical!
neuroblast! cortex! or,! in! 30! %! of! all! pkn! mutant! neuroblasts,! significantly! reduced! from! the! entire!
neuroblast!cortex.!In!general,!basal!and!overall!cortical!Myosin!phosphorylation!was!markedly!diminished!
(Figure!3aIc).!!
We! performed! live! cell! imaging! on! third! instar! pkn! mutant! neuroblasts! to! assay! how! these!
changes! in!Myosin!phosphorylation!affect!Myosin!dynamics.! !Prior!to!NEB,!Myosin!was!mostly! localized!
uniformly! around! the! neuroblast! cortex! (Figure! 3d;! timepoint! I2:56)! but! diminished! on! the! basal! and!




We! also! observed! characteristic! changes! in! neuroblast! shape;! whereas! wild! type! neuroblasts!
expanded! the!apical! cortex,!pkn!mutants! showed!an!expanding!basal! cortex! first! (Figure!3d;! timepoint!
8:22).! Subsequently,! the! basal! cortex! retracted! and! the! apical! cortex! enlarged,! causing! a! temporarily!
inverted!asymmetric,!followed!by!a!symmetric,!and!then!normal!asymmetric!anaphase!figure!(Figure!3d;!
time!point! 8:22,! 9:58! and! 12:19).! These! changes! in! cortical! domain! size!were! accompanied! by!Myosin!
accumulations! at! cortical! ingression! sites,! shifting! basally! during! anaphase! (see! also! below).! The! same!





The! conserved! SerI21! residue! (SerI19! in! vertebrates)! in! Sqh! is! the! primary! target! for! Drok32,!
prompting!us!to!test!whether!Pkn!could!affect!Myosin!phosphorylation!through!Drok.!We!first!analyzed!
Drok! localization! and! found! it! to! be! almost! identical! to!Myosin;! unlike! Pkn,!Drok!was! already! robustly!
localized!at!the!neuroblast!cortex!in!prophase!and!prometaphase.!Shortly!after!NEB,!Drok!showed!a!brief!
window! of! apical! enrichment,! followed! by! a!more! uniform! cortical! localization! during!metaphase! and!
early! anaphase! (Figure! 4a).! Kymograph! analysis! revealed! that! the! timing! and!duration! of!Drok’s! apical!
enrichment! coincided! with! apical! Myosin! enrichment! but! differed! significantly! from! Pkn;! the! peak! of!
apically!localized!Drok!occurred!significantly!earlier!and!was!shorter!compared!to!Pkn!(Figure!4bId).!Thus,!
Drok’s! spatiotemporal! localization! pattern! is! very! similar! to! Myosin! in! wild! type! neuroblasts! and! we!
assayed!whether!Drok’s!apical!enrichment!is!also!dependent!on!Pins.!Indeed,!in!neuroblasts!with!uniform!
cortical!Pins!(UASOGαi),!Drok!was!localized!mostly!uniform!cortical!with!no!apical!bias!(Figure!4e,f).!!
Drok! is! required! to! recruit!Myosin! to! the!neuroblast! cortex!before! and!after!NEB! since! in!drok!












We! next! investigated! the! consequences! of! misregulated! Myosin! activity! and! dynamics! during!
mitosis! in! more! detail.! Actomyosin! contraction! is! causing! cells! to! round! up! early! in! mitosis33,34.! We!
reasoned! that! compromised!Myosin! activity! could! affect! cell! rounding! and! cell! shape!before! anaphase!
onset!already.!To!test!this!hypothesis,!we!first!measured!the!curvature!of!the!apical!neuroblast!cortex!in!
wild!type!and!pkn!mutant!neuroblasts!in!metaphase!(see!methods).!Wild!type!neuroblasts!showed!very!
little! changes! in! curvature! during! metaphase! (Figure! 6a,b,d).! Pkn! mutants,! however,! displayed! both!
negative! and! positive! changes! in! curvature,! indicating! that! the! apical! cortex! is! subject! to! significant!
deformations!(Figure!6c,d).!Since!these!apical!deformations!could!induce!the!aforementioned!inversion!in!
cortical! expansion! (see! Figure! 3d)! we! also! measured! cell! curvature! along! the! apicalIbasal! neuroblast!
cortex! from! early! anaphase! until! telophase! (Figure! 6e).! Wild! type! neuroblasts! showed! a! cortical!
ingression! (manifested! in! negative! curvature)! in! early! anaphase! in! a! basally! shifted! position.! This!
ingression!developed! into!a!pronounced! cleavage! furrow;! it!mostly! remained!at! the! same! location!but!
increased!during!anaphase! (Figure!6f,h).!Pkn!mutant!neuroblasts!showed!furrowing!closer! to!the!apical!




To! better! understand! how! Myosin! activity! influences! cell! shape! and! furrow! positioning,! we!
developed!a!genetically!encoded!live!sensor!that!monitors!Myosin!activity.!Myosin!can!bind!to!and!pull!
Actin! filaments! together! based! on! its! inherent!motor! activity35.! Taking! advantage! of! this! property,!we!
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constructed! a! Myosin! activity! sensor! by! adding! two! Vinculin! domains! that! bind! filamentous! Actin! (FI
Actin)! and! a! FRET! module,! separated! by! a! flexible! spider! silk! protein36.! If! Actin! filaments! are! pulled!
together! due! to! Myosin! motor! activity! the! sensor! will! respond! with! high! FRET! signals! (Supplemental!
Figure!3a,b).!We!expressed!this!sensor! in! larval!neuroblasts!and!reliably!found!high!FRET!signals!on!the!
apical! neuroblast! cortex! in! early! metaphase.! High! apical! Myosin! activity! is! in! agreement! with! the!
observed! enrichment! of! Sqh::GFP! and! phosphoIMyosin! on! the! apical! neuroblast! cortex.! Subsequently,!
FRET! signals! were! high! at! the! ingressing! cleavage! furrow! (Figure! 7a! and! Supplemental! Figure! 3e,f).! A!
control! sensor! containing! only! one! FIActin! binding! domain! (Supplemental! Figure! 3c,d)! or! neuroblasts!
expressing! the!Myosin! activity! sensor! and! treated!with! the! Rok! inhibitor! Y27632! showed! a! significant!
reduction!in!apical!and!cleavage!furrow!FRET!signals!(Supplemental!figure!3g,h).!Having!shown!that!this!
sensor!reliably!monitors!Myosin!activity,!we!used!it!to!test!whether!cortical!deformations!in!pkn!mutants!
were! due! to! local! constrictions.! In! this! case,! we! would! expect! high! FRET! ratios! whenever! cortical!
deformations! occur.! Indeed,! in! pkn! mutants,! we! found! high! FRET! signals! associated! with! apical!
ingressions! before! anaphase! onset.! These! contractions! relaxed! and! shifted! further! basally! during!
anaphase.! Furthermore,! other! regions! on! the! neuroblast! cortex! in! pkn! mutants! showed! dramatically!
reduced! FRET! signals! compared! to!wild! type! neuroblasts! (Figure! 7a,b).! These! results! suggest! that!pkn!
mutant! neuroblasts! contain! an! inherently!weak! cortex,! but! apical! accumulation! of! activated!Myosin! is!
causing! ectopic! cortical! contractions! and! pseudo! cleavage! furrows.! In! wild! type! neuroblasts,! apical!
Myosin! activity! is! also! higher! compared! to! other! cortical! regions! but! since! the! entire! cortex! is! under!




To! directly! test! the! influence! of! local! and! enhanced!Myosin! activity! on! cell! shape! and! furrow!
positioning,!we!tethered!a!constitutively!active!version!of!Myosin’s!regulatory!subunit!(SqhEE)!either!to!
the!apical!or!basal!neuroblast!cortex!using!Inscuteable’s!apical!localization!domain!(ALD37;!Figure!8a)!and!
Staufen’s! basal! localization! domain! (BLD38;! Figure! 8c),! respectively.! ALDISqhEE::mCherry! and! BLDI
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SqhEE::GFP!were! expressed!with! the! neuroblast! specific!WorGal4! driver! and! the! cortical! behavior!was!
subsequently! monitored! from! early! anaphase! until! telophase! (see! methods).! Forcing! constitutively!
activated!Sqh!to!the!apical!neuroblast!cortex!caused!a!phenotype!similar!to!pkn#mutants,!albeit!weaker;!
furrowing! was! initiated! closer! to! the! apical! cortex! than! in! wild! type! and! shifted! basally! (Figure! 8b).!
Tethering! constitutively! active!Myosin! on! the! basal! neuroblast! cortex! caused! the! opposite! phenotype:!
furrowing!initiated!closer!to!the!basal!cortex!and!then!shifted!apically!(Figure!8d).!In!both!instances,!the!
final!cleavage!furrow!was!mildly!misplaced!in!comparison!to!wild!type!neuroblasts!(Figure!8g).!We!further!
manipulated!Myosin! activity! by! compromising!Myosin! light! chain! phosphatase! (MLCP),! using! a!mutant!
allele!of!myosin#binding#subunit!(mbs;#mbs3/Def);!Mbs!targets!MLCP!to!its!substrates!and!removal!of!this!
subunit! has! been! shown! to! increase! Myosin! phosphorylation! in! imaginal! discs39,40.! Interestingly,!mbs!
mutant!neuroblasts!showed!a!mix!of!the!aforementioned!BLDISqhEE!and!ALDISqhEE!phenotype;!similar!
to! BLD::SqhEE,! furrowing! initiated! in! extreme! basal! positions.! However,! these! furrows! shifted! apically,!
extending!past! the!normal!wild! type! furrow!position,! causing!a! slight! reduction! in!physical! asymmetric!
cell!divisions!(Figure!8eIg).!Thus,!changing!Myosin!activity!locally!or!globally!can!reposition!the!cleavage!





asymmetrically! localized! polarity! proteins! respond! to! changes! in! cortical! domain! size.! To! this! end,!we!
assayed!how!changes! in!Myosin!dynamics! I! due! to! loss!of! Pkn! I! affect!neuroblast!polarization!and! the!
segregation!of!cell!fate!determinants.!Pkn!mutants!showed!normal!apicalIbasal!polarity!since!Pins,!aPKC!
and!Miranda!were!correctly!localized!at!metaphase!(Figure!8h!and!data!not!shown).!However,!2/3’s!(n!=!
17)! of! pkn! mutant! neuroblasts! showed! defects! in! cortical! domain! size! during! anaphase! and! early!
telophase;!either!both! cortices!were!equal! in! size!or! the!basal! cortex!was!dramatically!enlarged!at! the!
expense!of!the!apical!domain,!causing!an!inversion!of!cell!polarity!(Figure!8h,i).!Interestingly,!we!have!not!
observed! any! spilling! of! polarity! proteins! into! the! adjacent! domain,! suggesting! that! polarity! proteins!
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anchored! to! the!membrane! or! cell! cortex! dynamically! respond! to! the! changes! in! cortical! domain! size.!
Indeed,! live! cell! imaging!with! Pins::EGFP,! tagging! Pins! endogenously! (see!methods),! confirmed! that! in!
contrast!to!wild!type!neuroblasts,!the!apical!polarity!domain!in!pkn!mutants!first!shrunk!at!the!expense!of!
the!basal!domain!before! it!expanded!as! in!wild! type!anaphase!neuroblasts! (Supplemental!Figure!4a,b).!






Here,!we! have! shown! that! in! asymmetrically! dividing! fly! neural! stem! cells,! the! protein! kinases!
Drok! and! Pkn! respond! to! cell! cycle! and! polarity! cues! to! regulate! Myosin! activity! and! dynamics! in! a!
stereotypic! spatiotemporal! manner.! The! sequential! regulation! mediated! by! these! two! kinases! is!
necessary! to!control!actomyosin!dynamics,! triggering!stereotypic!cell! shape!changes!at!various!steps! in!
the! neuroblast! cell! cycle;! first! to! induce! cell! rounding! as! neuroblasts! enter! mitosis,! to! permit! cell!
elongation!and!unequal!cortical!expansion!during!anaphase!and!finally! to!complete!cytokinesis!and!the!
establishment!of!physical!asymmetry.!!
Myosin! recruitment! before! NEB! is! mediated! by! Drok.! This! kinase,! implicated! in! Myosin!
phosphorylation22,! is!already! localized!at! the!neuroblast!cortex!before!NEB!and! in!rok!mutants,!Myosin!
remains! cytoplasmic! (Supplemental! Figure! 5a,b).! At! NEB! both! Drok! and! Myosin! enrich! on! the! apical!
neuroblast!cortex.!This!apical!enrichment!I!but!not!cortical!localization!I!depends!on!the!polarity!protein!
Pins! since! in! pins! mutants! only! apical! Drok! and! Myosin! enrichment! is! lost.! Based! on! these! data,! we!
propose! that! Drok! responds! to! cell! cycle! cues,! presumably! through! the! small! GTPase! Rho141,! to!
phosphorylate!Myosin’s!regulatory!subunit,!enabling!activated!Myosin!to!engage!with!FIActin!at!the!cell!
cortex.! Subsequently,! polarity! cues! enhance! Drok! on! the! apical! cortex,! resulting! in! the! elevation! of!
phosphorylated!and!thus!activated!Myosin!on!the!apical!neuroblast!cortex.!!
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With! Pkn! we! have! identified! a! second! kinase,! responding! to! polarity! cues! since! its! apical!
localization,! starting! at! NEB! and! peaking! by! the! end! of! metaphase,! is! dependent! on! Pins.! Pkn! is! not!
absolutely!necessary! for! cortical!Myosin!enrichment;!pkn!mutant!neuroblasts! still! retain!apical!Myosin,!
although!elsewhere!on! the! cortex! its! localization! is!dramatically! reduced.!However,!Pkn! is! required! for!
Myosin’s!timely!relocalization!from!the!apical!cortex.!Wild!type!neuroblasts!clear!Myosin!from!the!apical!
cortex! in!early!anaphase,! creating!an!asymmetric!distribution! that! is!necessary! for! the!unequal! cortical!
expansion9.!In!pkn!mutants,!however,!both!Drok!and!Myosin!dynamics!are!changed,!retaining!both!on!the!
apical! neuroblast! cortex,! causing! aberrant! cortical! constrictions! and! concomitantly! inverted! polar!
expansion!(Supplemental!Figure!5c).!!
Based! on! these! results,! we! propose! the! following! model:! (1)! Myosin! accumulates! at! the!
neuroblast! cortex! through! Drok! before! NEB.! (2)! Shortly! before! and! after! NEB,! apically! localized! Pins!
induces!apical!Myosin!enrichment!and!activity!through!Drok.!(3)!Pins!also!induces!the!apical!enrichment!
of! Pkn,! which! is! necessary! for! the! timely! relocalization! of! Myosin! from! the! apical! neuroblast! during!
metaphase.!We! further! propose! that! Pkn! is! downregulating!Myosin! activity! through! inhibiting! and! or!
downregulating! apical! Drok! activity! (Figure! 8j).! Whether! Pkn! downregulates! Drok! activity! by! direct!
phosphorylation!remains!an!attractive!hypothesis,!since!vertebrate!Rock2!has!recently!been!identified!as!
a!Pkn!target42.!
This! sequential! regulation! of! Myosin! dynamics! seems! to! be! a! key! regulatory! mechanism!
underlying!physical!asymmetric!cell!divisions.!For!instance,!apical!Myosin!relocalization!always!precedes!
basal! Myosin! clearing! in! wild! type! neuroblasts9,17,43.! We! hypothesize! that! polarity! cues! provide! a! cell!
intrinsic! timer,! priming!Myosin! relocalization! on! the! apical! cortex,! thereby! ensuring! the! generation! of!
physical! asymmetry! through! unequal! cortical! extension.! Consistent!with! this!model! is! the! finding! that!
pins#mutants,!or!uniform!cortical!localization!of!Pins,!cause!Myosin!to!clear!from!both!poles!at!the!same!
time!and!divide!symmetrically!by!size8,9,17.!!




cell! differentiation3.! Drok! and! Pkn! play! important! roles! during! vertebrate! development! and!
morphogenesis44I46,!and! it!will!be! interesting! to!see!how!spatiotemporal!cues,!affecting! local!cell! shape!





Representative! image! sequence!of! a! (a)!wild! type! third! instar!neuroblast! expressing! Sqh::GFP! (Myosin;!
green!in!overlay)!and!Cherry::Jupiter!(Microtubules!(MTs);!white!overlay)! in!(top!row),!(d)!pinsP89/pinsP62#
(middle!row)!and!(g)!UASOGαi!(bottom!row),!respectively.!Representative!kymographs!from!(b)!wild!type,!




plots! measured! along! the! apical! and! basal! cortex! from! the! respective! kymographs.! The! values! were!
normalized!over! the!global!maximal! intensity.! (j)!Normalized!cortical!Sqh! intensities!are!plotted! for! the!
indicated!genotypes!(blue;!apical.!red;!basal.!grey;!apical!or!basal!since!polarity!is!lost).!(k)!The!difference!
between! the! apical! and! basal! normalized! intensity,! at! the! averaged! time! of! the! peak,! for! each! cell! is!
plotted! as! an! asymmetry! coefficient.! (I)! Representative! wild! type! metaphase! and! pinsP89/pinsP62#
neuroblasts! stained! against! monophosphorylated!Myosin! (SqhI1P! antibody)! and! the! cell! cycle! marker!
DAPI.! (m)! Ratio! of! apical/basal! SqhI1P! intensity! for! wild# type! and! pinsP89/pinsP62.# For! this! and! all!









Sqh! peak! was! measured! and! plotted! in! (d).! (e)! Representative! neuroblast! metaphase! and! anaphase!
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images,!showing!Pkn::GFP!localization!in!wild!type!(blue),!pinsP89/pinsP62!(magenta)#and#UASOGαi#(orange).#
(f)# Scatter! plot! showing! apical/basal! cortical! Pkn::GFP! intensity! ratios! at! metaphase! for! the! indicated!





(a)! Representative! images! of! prometaphase! and! metaphase! wild! type# and! pkn06736/Def# neuroblasts!
expressing! Sqh::GFP! and! stained! against! monophosphorylated! Myosin! (SqhI1P! antibody)! and! DAPI.!
Sqh::GFP!(b)!and!SqhI1P!(c)!intensities!were!measured!at!the!apical!(green),!basal!(blue)!and!whole!cortex!
(red)! for! wild! type! and! pkn06736/Def# mutant! neuroblasts.# (d)! Representative! image! sequence! of! a!
pkn06736/Def#mutant!neuroblast!expressing!Sqh::GFP!(single!channel;!white.!merged!channel;!green)!and!
Cherry::Jupiter! (MTs,!merged! channel;!white).! (e)! Kymograph! along! a! line! from! the! apical! towards! the!
basal!cortex!of!a!pkn06736/Def#mutant!neuroblast.!The!apical!and!basal!cortices!are!highlighted!with!a!blue!









towards! the! basal! cortex.! Apical! and! basal! cortices! are! highlighted! with! a! blue! and! red! arrowhead,!






overlay).! Drok::GFP! intensity! along! a! line! from! the! apical! –! basal! Nb! cortex! is! shown! underneath! the!





Representative! prometaphase! (prometa)! and!metaphase! (meta)! images! of! a! (a)!wild! type! and! (b)! rok2!
mutant! neuroblast! expressing! Sqh::GFP! (white! in! the! single! channel! image! and! green! in! the! merged!
channel)!and!Cherry::Jupiter!(MTs;!white!in!the!merged!channel).!(c)!The!cortical!Myosin!intensities!were!
normalized! to! the! cytoplasm! and! plotted! for! wild! type! (blue)! and! rok2! (green)! at! prophase! and!
metaphase.! (d)! Image!sequence!showing!a!pkn06736/Def!neuroblast!expressing!Drok::GFP! (white!on! top,!
green! in! the! merged! channel)! and! Cherry::Jupiter! (white! in! overlay).! (e)! Apical! (blue)! and! basal! (red)!
intensity!ratios!for!wild!type!and!pkn06736/Def!mutant!neuroblasts,!in!relation!to!cytoplasmic!Drok!levels.!




(a)! Curvature! measurements! were! performed! during! prometaphase! and! metaphase! on! the! apical!
neuroblast!cortex.!(b)!Representative!curvature!measurement!for!a!wild!type!and!(c)!pkn06736/Def!mutant!
neuroblast.!(d)!Scatter!plot!showing!the!maximal!curvature!values!(h)!for!wild!type!(blue)!and!pkn06736/Def!
(beige)!mutant! neuroblasts.! (e)! Curvature! was!measured! along! the! apical! –! basal! neuroblast! tip! from!
anaphase! until! telophase! (f)! Representative!wild! type! and! (g)!pkn06736/Def#mutant! neuroblast.! Colored!














Constitutively! activated! Sqh! (SqhEE)! was! localized! to! the! (a)! apical! or! (c)! basal! neuroblast! cortex.! (b)!
Representative! image! sequence! and! curvature! measurement! along! the! apical! –! basal! cortex! for! a!
neuroblast,! expressing! ALDISqhEE::mCherry! (not! shown)! and! Sqh::GFP! (white)! or! (d)! BLDISqhEE! and!
Sqh::mCherry! (white).! (e)! Curvature! measurements! were! also! performed! in! mbs3/Def! mutant!
neuroblasts;!a!representative!image!sequence!and!measurement!is!shown!in!(f).!(g)!Scatter!plot!of!final!
furrow!positioning!for!the! indicated!genotypes.! (h)!Representative! images!of!wild!type!and!pkn06736/Def#
mutant! neuroblasts! at! anaphase! and! telophase! stained! for! the! polarity! protein! Pins! (red! in! merged!
image),!Miranda!(green!in!merged!image;!white!in!single!channel)!and!Ph3!or!DAPI.!(i)!Quantification!of!
neuroblasts!showing!normal!asymmetric,!symmetric!or!inverted!asymmetric!anaphase!figures.!(j)!Model.!




(a)! Representative!wild! type! neuroblasts! stained!with! SqhI1P! antibody,! (red! in! overlay;!white! in! single!
channel),!Miranda! (Mira;! shown! in!white! in! the! overlay)! and! PH3! (shown! in! green! in! the! overlay).! (b)!
Quantification!of! cortical!SqhI1P! levels! for!metaphase!wild! type!and!pinsP89/pinsP62!mutant!neuroblasts.#
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treated!with! colcemid! show! complete! depolymerization! of! the!microtubules.!mud!mutant! neuroblasts!








The! control! sensor! is! used! to!determine!baseline! FRET! signal! since! it!will! bind! to! FIActin! but! does!not!
respond! to!pulling!and! stretching!of! FIActin! filaments.! (d)!Wild! type!neuroblast!expressing!Sqh::GFP! to!
show!the! localization!of!Myosin!at!early!metaphase!and!telophase.! (e)!Wild!type!neuroblast!expressing!
the!Myosin!activity!sensor.!Note!that!regions!of!high!FRET!ratios!correlate!well!with!Myosin!localization.!



























Wild! type! larval! neuroblast! expressing! Pkn::GFP! (white! in! the! movie! on! the! left)! and! Myosin!
(Sqh::mCherry;! green! in! the! movie! on! the! right).! Pkn! becomes! enriched! on! the! apical! cortex! shortly!
before! nuclear! envelope! breakdown! (NEB)! and! increases! during! metaphase.! The! neuroblast! shows! a!
short! window! of! apical! enrichment! for! Myosin! (from! 0:02:29.960! until! 0:05:59.904)! and! a! longer!





channel!movie! on! the! left! and! green! in! the!merged! channel!movie! on! the! right)! and! the!microtubule!
marker!Cherry::Jupiter!(white!in!the!merged!movie!on!the!right).!Note!that!apical!Myosin!enrichment!just!














A!representative!neuroblast!expressing!Gαi! (UASOGαi;!unmarked),!Pkn::GFP! (white! in! the!movie!on! the!











Wild! type! larval! neuroblast! expressing! Drok::EGFP! (white! in! the! single! channel! movie! on! the! left! and!









left,!green! in! the!merged!movie!on!the!right)!and!the!microtubule!marker!Cherry::Jupiter! (white! in! the!















alleles! and! deficiencies! were! used:! pkn06736! 30,! pkn3! 31,!Df(2R)w73O1! (removes! pkn;! Bloomington! stock!
center),!pinsP89,47,!pinsP62,47,!mud4,48,!rodH4.8,49,!Df(3L)Exel6127! (removes!mbs;!Bloomington!stock!center),!
mbs3! (Bloomington! stock! center),! rok2,32.!Mutants!were! crossed!over! the! corresponding!deficiency! and!
analyzed!in!a!heteroallelic!combination.!!
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The! construct! was! injected! into! pUASTIattP! (VK00005! and! VK00037).! All! cloning! procedures! were!
performed!using!the!InIFusion!technology!(Takara,!Clontech).!!
ALDNSqhEE::EGFP/Cherry:!The!coding!sequence!of!inscuteable’s!Apical!Localization!Domain!(ALD)37,!sqhEE,!
EGFP!or!mCherry!were!PCR!amplified!and!cloned! into! the!NotI!and!XbaI! restriction!sites!of! the!pUASTI




BLDNSqhEE::EGFP:! The! coding! sequence! of! staufen’s! Basal! Localization! Domain! (BLD)38,! sqhEE! and! EGFP!
were! PCR! amplified! and! cloned! into! the! NotI! and! XbaI! restriction! sites! of! the! pUASTIattB! vector.! The!
construct!was!injected!into!attP!(VK00005!and!VK00037).!!!!




Pins::EGFP:! CRISPR! target! sites! close! to! the! Pins’! CIterminus! were! selected! using!
http://www.flyrnai.org/crispr2/index.html! (for! 5’! sites)! and!
http://tools.flycrispr.molbio.wisc.edu/targetFinder/! (for! 3’! sites).! A! donor! plasmid,! containing! an!








pUAST0attP0VtNTSmod0Vt:# Vt! and!TSmodOVt! fragments!were! PCR! amplified! and! subcloned! into! pUASTI
attP!between!EcoR1!(5’)!and!Kpn1!(3’)!using!InIFusion!technology!(Takara,!Clontech).!!

















Third! instar! larval! brains! were! dissected! in! S2! medium! (Invitrogen)! and! fixed! for! 20! min! in! 4! %!
paraformaldehyde!in!PEM!(100!mM!PIPES!pH!6.9,!1!mM!EGTA!and!1!mM!MgSO4).!After!fixing,!the!brains!
were! washed! with! PBSBT! (1X! PBS,! 0.5! %! TritonIXI100! and! 1! %! BSA)! and! then! blocked! in! 1X! PBSBT,!
supplemented!with! 10!mM!Glycine! for! 1! h.! The! primary! antibodies!were! diluted! in! 1X! PBSBT! and! the!
brains! were! incubated! overnight! at! 4! °C.! The! brains! were! washed! in! 1X! PBSBT! 3! x! 15! min! and! then!
incubated!with! the! respective! secondary! antibodies! (diluted! in! 1X! PBSBT)! at! 4! °C! overnight.! Next,! the!
brains! were! washed! with! 1X! PBST! (1x! PBS,! 0.5! %! TritonIXI100)! 3! x! 15! min! and! were! incubated! in!
Vectashield!(Vector!laboratories)!mounting!media!at!4!°C.!!






performed!as!described!previously52!with! the! following!minor!modifications:!S2!Media! (Invitrogen)!was!
supplemented!with!10!%!HyClone!Bovine!Growth!Serum!(BGS,!Thermo!Scientific!SH3054102).!The!larval!
brains!were!dissected! in!the!supplemented!S2!media!and!transferred! into!a!µIslide!angiogenesis!(ibidi).!













values!at! the!apical!and!basal! cortex,!as!well!as! in! the!cytoplasm!were!extracted!using!a!custom!made!
Matlab!code.!For!the!intensity!plots!the!cytoplasmic!values!were!subtracted!from!the!cortical!intensities!
and!then!normalized!on!the!maximum!value.!The!cortical!enrichment!was!calculated!by!averaging!5!time!
points! at! the!peak! and!was!normalized! to! the! corresponding! cytoplasmic! intensity! value.! Peak!Myosin!
intensity!was!taken!as!the!global!maximal!value!for!symmetrically!dividing!cells.!!
Pkn::GFP! enrichment! was! calculated! as! a! mean! intensity! value! at! one! timepoint! (60! I! 120! s! before!
anaphase! onset)! using! a! 2! pixel! wide! line! along! the! respective! cortical! area! and! the! values! were!
normalized! on! the! cytoplasmic! intensities.! The! curvature! analysis! was! performed! in! ImageJ,! using! a!
custom!made!Matlab!code.!!



























volume!was! then! resliced!along! the!direction!of! this! plane! for! all! timepoints.!Using! ImageJ,! a!Maximal!
intensity!projection!was!generated!from!three!selected!planes!closest!to!the!midIplane.!This!procedure!
was! done! for! all! acquired! time! points.! Kymographs!were! then! generated! by! drawing! a! five! pixel!wide!
straight! line!from!the!apical!to!the!basal!cortex!for!all! timepoints.!To!determine!cortical! intensity!signal!
from!a!kymograph,!a!spline!curve!was!drawn!along!the!cortex!on!the!kymograph!and!the!XY!coordinates!
of!this!curve!were!exported!to!a!text!file.!Custom!made!Matlab!codes!were!written!to!extract!the!exact!
XY! coordinates! of! the! drawn! curve! from! the! text! file! without! any! repetitive! timepoints! by! using! a!
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camera,! using! a! X63! 1.4! numerical! aperture! oilIimmersion! objective.! Both! donor! (mTFP1)! and!
acceptor/FRET! (Venus)! fluorophores! were! excited! by! a! diode! laser! with! 440! nm! wavelength! at! 36! %!
power!and!200!ms!exposure!time.!Donor!and!FRET!signals!were!detected!using!standard!CFP!(482!/!35I
25)! and! YFP! (542! /! 27I25)! emission! filter! set.! The! FRET! index! was! determined! using! customIwritten!
Matlab!code.!First,!a!background!subtraction!was!performed! for!both!donor!and!FRET!detected!signals!
using!a!backgroundIaveraged!noise!obtained! from!50!different! images!acquired!with! the!same! imaging!
conditions.!Then,!the!FRET!index!was!calculated!by!calculating!the!ratio!between!the!FRET!acceptor!and!
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Since! it! has! been! shown! that! the! apical! PKN! enrichment! is! dependent! on! the! polarity!
protein! Pins,! we! further! tested! whether! other! apically! localized! components! regulate! PKN!
localization.!Indeed!PKN::GFP!expression!in!an!aPKC!RNAi!background!led!to!a!complete!loss!of!
apical! PKN! at!metaphase! in! the!majority! of! the! analyzed! cells! (Figure! 20).! At! this! stage! only!






Furthermore,!we! tested!whether!aPKC! is!also!sufficient! for!PKN! localization!by! imaging!
PKN::GFP! in! neuroblasts! expressing! an! aPKC! targeted! to! the! plasma!membrane! using! a! caax!
phenylation! motif! (UASOaPKCcaax)280.! Upon! expression! of! UASIaPKCcaax,! ectopic! cortical!
localization!of!aPKC!has!been!detected,!whereas!Miranda!was!entirely!cytoplasmic280.!However,!
targeting!aPKC!to!the!neuroblast!cortex!lead!to!normal!apical!enrichment!of!PKN!at!metaphase!










Mbt! is! another! kinase,! which! was! tested! as! a! putative! regulator! of! the! apical!Myosin!
enrichment!during!metaphase!in!asymmetrically!dividing!neuroblasts.!Mbt!is!apically!enriched!at!
metaphase,!similarly!to!PKN!and! is!also!a!known!regulator!of!actomyosin!contractility208.!Since!
the! apical!Myosin! enrichment! is! polarity! dependent,!we! first! tested!whether!Mbt! is! enriched!
apically! also! in! a! polarity! dependent!manner.! Staining! of!Mbt! in! wild! type! and! pins! mutants!
showed! that! during!metaphase! the! apical!Mbt! crescent,! which! was! detected! in! all! wild! type!
neuroblasts,# is! compromised! in!all!analyzed!pins!mutant!cells! (Figure!21).!Furthermore,!during!





Figure*21:*Mbt* localization* in*wild* type*and*pins*mutants.*All*wt*neuroblasts* show*apical*enrichment*of*Mbt*










Myosin,! nor! in! the! physically! asymmetric! division! of! the! analyzed! neuroblasts! (upper! panel!
Figure!22).!!
Furthermore,!we!performed!immunohistochemistry,!staining!wild!type!and!mbt!mutant!




controls! (lower!panel! Figure!22).! These!data! suggest! that!besides!PKN,!Mbt! is! another!kinase,!
showing!asymmetric!localization!during!metaphase,!which!is!dependent!on!the!polarity!protein!
Pins.!However,!Mbt!does!not!seem!to!regulate,!neither!the!transient!Myosin!enrichment!during!




Figure* 22:*Mbt*mutants* show*normal*Myosin* distribution.*Upper* panel:* Timelaps* of* a*mbt*mutant* neuroblast*
expressing* Myosin::EGFP* (white* in* the* single* channel* and* green* in* the* merged* channel)* and* Cherry::Jupiter*
(microtubules;*MTNs;*white*in*the*merged*channel).*The*temporal*resolution*is*1*min*and*the*scale*bar*is*5*µm.*All*
analyzed* neuroblasts* show* normal* Sqh* localization.* Lower* panel:* A*wild* type* (wt;* shown* in* blue)* and* a*mbt*












Zipper::mDendra2* MiMIC* line:! Mi02518! was! crossed! to! phiC31! integrase! (expressed!
under! the! vasa!promotor;! Bloomington! stock! center)! and! the! resulting!progeny!were! injected!
with!mDendra2!exchange!cassette.!Injections!were!performed!by!BestGene.!Positive!lines!were!
initially! screened! for! loss! of! yellow! body! marker! and! tested! for! the! expression! of!
Zipper::mDendra2!
II. Photoconversion*
96h! larval! brains! expressing! Zipper::mDendra2! or! Sqh::Dendra! (will! be! referred! as!
Myosin::Dendra)!!were!used!for!all!photoconversion!experiments.!Photoconversion!experiments!
were!performed!on!an!Andor!Revolution!spinning!disc!system!containing!Andor’s!FRAPPA!unit.!A!
region! of! interests! (ROI)! was! manually! chosen! in! the! GFP! channel! and! Myosin::Dendra! was!
irradiated!with! 405!nm!on!either! the! apical,! basal! or! lateral! cortex! just! after! anaphase!onset.!
Before!photoconversion,!single!Z!planes!containing!ROIs!were!scanned!for!ten!time!points!with!













In! the! present! work! we! provide! evidence! that! cell! cycle! and! polarity! cues! regulate!
Myosin’s! activity! and! asymmetric! distribution! in! a! tight! spatial! and! temporal! manner.! This!
ensures! the! cortical! stability! and! cell! shape! during! cytokinesis,! as! well! as! the! correct! furrow!
positioning!and!polarity!domain!size.!
We!first!have!shown!that!during!prophase!Drok!recruits!Myosin!to!the!cell!cortex,!which!
is! essential! to! complete! cytokinesis.! Thus,! rok! mutants! show! significant! reduction! of! cortical!
Myosin,!which!in!most!extreme!cases!leads!to!complete!loss!of!Myosin!and!to!cytokinesis!failure.!
Later!during!metaphase,!neuroblasts!enrich! for!activated!Myosin!at! the!apical!cortex,!which! is!
regulating!cell!shape!and!actomyosin!constriction.!We!show!that!the!spatiotemporal!regulation!
of!Myosin’s! asymmetry! at! this! cell! cycle! stage! is! dependent! on! Pins,! biasing!Myosin’s! activity!
through!locally!enriching!for!the!Drosophila!Rho!kinase!(Drok).!!
Our!data!suggest!that!also!the!second!step!of!Myosin’s!asymmetry!is!regulated!through!




cortical! expansion! and! mispositioning! the! cleavage! furrow.! We! further! show! that! ectopic!





There! has! been! a! debate! about! the! origin! of! the! cleavage! furrow! Myosin! molecules!
during!telophase.!Recent!studies! in!Drosophila!S2!cells!have! indicated!that!Myosin! is!degraded!
from! the! apical! cortex! and!deInovo! synthetized! at! the! furrow! region! later! during! telophase43.!
However,! our! photoconversion! experiments! clearly! show! that! asymmetrically! dividing!
Drosophila!neuroblasts! redistribute!the!apical!and!basal!pools!of!Myosin!towards!the!cleavage!
furrow!via! two!opposing! cortical! flows!of!Myosin.!However,!we! cannot!exclude! the!possibility!
that!in!addition!to!the!cortical!flow!of!Myosin!there!is!also!recruitment!of!cytoplasmic!Myosin!to!
the! cleavage! furrow! region.! In! order! to! address! the! contribution! of! cytoplasmic! and! cortical!
Myosin!to!the!cleavage!furrow!pool,!we!performed!primed!photoconversion!experiments,!which!
aimed!to!photoconvert!specifically!the!cytoplasmic!pool!of!Myosin!without!affecting!the!cortical!
Myosin! molecules.! This! method! was! recently! published! and! showed! that! dualIwavelength!
illumination! of! the! photoconvertable! tag! Dendra2,! using! low! intensity! laser,! results! in! its!
pronounced!greenIto!red!conversion.!This!dualIwavelength!illumination!was!implemented!on!a!











not! able! to! obtain! conclusive! results! answering! the! question! whether! cytoplasmic! Myosin!
molecules!contribute!to!the!cleavage!furrow!population.!!
Since! Drok! is! involved! in! enrichment! of! activated! Myosin! at! the! apical! cortex! during!
metaphase,! we! addressed! another! hypothesis! that! the! PKN! induced! reduction! of! Myosin!
phosphorylation!might!also!be!regulated!through!Drok.!Indeed!pkn!mutants!show!changed!Drok!
dynamics!very!similar!to!Myosin.!Therefore,!we!propose!here!a!model,!which!suggests!that!PKN!
initiates! apical!Myosin! cortical! flow! through! inhibition! of! the! apically! enriched! Drok! and! thus!
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decreasing!Myosin!phosphorylation!specifically!at!the!apical!cortex.!Further!experiments!would!
be! needed! in! order! to! understand! whether! PKN! directly! inhibits! Drok,! or! whether! this! is!
mediated!through!another!protein.!In!order!to!test!this,!we!could!use!a!constitutively!active!form!
of! PKN! targeted! to! the! apical! cortex! at! early! metaphase.! If! PKN! is! indeed! involved! in! Drok!
inhibition! and! Myosin! relocalization,! this! should! lead! to! premature! apical! clearing,! basally!
enriched!active!Myosin!and!cleavage!furrow!shifted!in!an!extreme!basal!position.!!
Furthermore,!the!question!how!does!the!PKN!dependent!inhibition!of!Drok!lead!to!onset!
of! cortical! Myosin! flow! remains! unclear.! In! this! case,! it! is! possible! that! gradual! inhibition! of!
Myosin!leads!to!an!unequal!Myosin!distribution.!An!increased!amount!of!activated!Myosin!at!the!
basal! cortex! might! cause! cortical! constriction! pulling! the! remaining! Myosin! from! the! apical!
cortex!towards!the!cleavage!furrow.!This!model!would!be!in!agreement!with!the!observed!pkn!
mutant! phenotype!where! apical!Myosin! enrichment! is! retained! but! overall!Myosin! levels! are!
significantly!reduced.!Lack!of!Drok!inhibition!at!the!apical!cortex!through!lack!of!PKN!might!lead!
to! an! excessive! apical! activation! of! Myosin! pulling! the! remaining! molecules! to! this! side.!
Furthermore,!this!would!indicate!the!existence!of!a!different!pathway!regulating!Myosin!clearing!
from!the!basal!cortex!and!initiating!the!basalIapical!opposing!cortical!flow.!In!this!regard!further!









DrokIdependent! Myosin! cortical! recruitment! remains! unclear.! Since! Rock! is! a! known!
downstream!target!of!the!GTAase!RhoA!in!other!model!systems,! it! is!possible!that!also!for!the!
Drosophila! neuroblasts!Drok! responds!at!early!prometaphase! to! cell! cycle! cues! through!Rho1,!
which!should!lead!to!its!recruitment!to!the!cortex,!where!Drok!can!phosphorylate!and!activate!
Myosin.! In! this! case! Drok! should! be!mislocalized! in! a! rho1! mutant! background.! Live! imaging!
experiments!of!neuroblasts!expressing!Drok::GFP!in!a!rho1!mutant!background!could!answer!this!
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question.! Also,! expressing! a! Rho! GDP! dissociation! inhibitor! (GDI)! could! stabilize! the! RhoIGDP!
complex! and! keep! Rho1! in! an! inactive! state282.! In! this! genetic! background! we! could! check!
whether!Drok! localization! is!dependent!on!the!Rho!activity.!Furthermore,!we!have!shown!that!
the!detected!apical!Myosin!enrichment!during!metaphase!is!dependent!on!the!polarity!protein!
Pins! through! biased! recruitment! of!Drok! there.!However,! the!mechanism!of!Drok! enrichment!
and! thus! Myosin! activation! remains! unclear.! Biochemical! experiments! such! as!
immunoprecipitations! and!mass! spectroscopy! could! show!whether! Pins! and! Drok! exist! in! the!
same!complex!and!directly!interact.!It!remains!possible!that!also!other!apical!components!play!a!
role!in!this!process.!!!
What! is! the! biological! function! of! the! transient! apical! enrichment! of! Myosin! during!
metaphase!is!still!not!clear.!Interestingly,!pins!mutants,!which!loose!apical!Myosin!bias!divide!in!
a!physical!symmetric!manner.!This! indicates! that! there!might!be!a!mechanism,!connecting!the!
temporal! regulation! of!Myosin! activity!with! the! physical! asymmetry! in!wild! type! neuroblasts.!
This!is!further!supported!by!our!data,!showing!that!misregulated!Myosin!activity!leads!to!ectopic!
cortical! constrictions! and! formation! of!mispositioned! cleavage! furrows.! These! cells,! however,!
correct! the! cleavage! furrow! positioning! at! the! end! of! cytokinesis! suggesting! that! a! possible!
complementary!function!of!the!spindle!pathway!might!be! involved.!The!question,!whether!the!
spindle!can!correct!the!mispositioned!cleavage!furrow,!due!to!misregulation!of!Myosin’s!activity,!
could!also!be!addressed.! To! this! end,!we!performed! live! imaging!experiments!of!pkn!mutants!
expressing! the! basal! polarity! protein! Miranda! in! the! complete! absence! of! microtubules!
(colcemid! treatment,! data! not! shown).! Since! these! mutants! combined! with! the! chemical!
microtubuleIdepolymerization! did! not! survive! long! enough,! the! performed! experiments!
remained!inconclusive.!An!easier!possibility!would!be!using!the!constitutively!active!forms!of!Sqh!
(SqhEE).!Fused!to!a!basal!or!apical!localization!domain!(BLD/ALD)!activated!Myosin!initiated!the!
cleavage! furrows! in! an! extreme,! either! basally! shifted,! or! apically! shifted! position,!which!was!
later!corrected.!If!the!spindle!plays!a!role!in!the!correction!pathway,!the!depolymerization!of!the!
microtubules! in!these!cases!should! lead!to! final!cleavage!furrow!at! the!site!where! it! is! initially!
placed.! Such!mechanism!was!also!observed! in!asymmetrically!dividing!QR.aa!neuroblasts! in!C.#
elegans.! Their!asymmetric!Myosin! localization!during!anaphase! triggers! cortical! constriction!at!
the! site! of! the! accumulation! and! allows! cortical! expansion! on! the! opposite! site,! generating!





Furthermore,! it! is! possible! that! biased! apical! Myosin! enrichment! is! involved! in!
establishing!the!position!for!initial!Myosin!clearing!during!anaphase,!which!is!the!second!step!of!
Myosin!asymmetric!distribution!during!ACD.!As!mentioned!above!Myosin!clears!first!apically!and!
only! later! basally! allowing! unequal! cortical! expansion! on! both! sides! and! forming! two! cortical!
domains! of! different! sizes.! This! asymmetry! is! compromised! in! the! symmetrically! dividing!pins#
mutants,!which!clear!apical!and!basal!Myosin!at!the!same!time.!This!suggests!that!the!temporal!
regulation!of!apical!and!basal!Myosin!clearing! is! important!for!establishment!of!correct!furrow!
positioning! and! daughter! cell! size.! The! current! results! indicate! that! a! polarityIdependent!
recruitment! of! PKN! is! involved! in! the! correct! timing! for! apical! clearing! of! Myosin! during!
anaphase.! Thus,! the! apical! enrichment! might! act! as! a! polarityIdependent! cell! intrinsic! timer,!
ensuring! the! correct! Myosin! relocalization! from! the! apical! cortex,! generating! physically!
asymmetric!cell!division.!!
Since! Pins! is! also! involved! in! regulating! the! spindle! alignment! with! the! apicalIbasal!
polarity!axis,!a!possible!role!of!the!apical!Myosin!enrichment!for!spindle!positioning!should!also!
be! tested.! In! this! regard,! depleting!or! relocalizing! the!enrichment! to! the! lateral! cortex! should!
either! alter! the! correct! spindle! positioning,! or! lead! to! orthogonal! rotation! of! the! spindle!
similarly,!as!shown!for!mud!mutants.!This!should!lead!to!formation!of!two!cleavage!furrows!and!
symmetric! divisions.! However,! the! technical! approach! in! order! to! perform! such! experiments!
might!be!challenging.!A! recent! study! in!C.#elegans! 1Icell!embryos!has! shown! that! centrosome!
separation! at! early! prophase! is! dependent! on! actomyosin! cortical! flows283.! The! pulling! force!
would!be!transmitted!via!the!crossIlinker!Dynein,!which!pulls!the!centrosomes!away!from!each!
other.! This! indicates! that! during! the! early! cell! cycle! steps! actomyosin! dynamics!might! play! a!
direct!role!in!regulation!of!centrosome!separation,!spindle!assembly!and!orientation.!!!
We! further! found! that! PKN! also! responds! to! polarity! cues! and! enriches! at! the! apical!







Rho1! has! multiple! cellular! functions! and! is! a! known! activator! of! Rock! also! in! other! model!

















transgene! does! not! lead! to! complete! relocalization! of! the! aPKC! apical! crescent! but! to! an!
additional! increase!of!overall! cortical! aPKC! levels,! our! results!might!need! to!be! reanalyzed.! In!




Since! pkn! mutants! showed! a! significant! reduction! of! Myosin! phosphorylation,! we!
addressed!the!question!about!the!underlying!molecular!mechanism.!For!muscle!cells!it!has!been!
shown!that!CPII17!is!an!inhibitor!of!the!Myosin!phosphatase.! In#vitro!biochemical!studies!have!




although!CPII17! is!expressed! in!nonImuscle!cells,! it! is!not! involved! in!regulation!of!nonImuscle!
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Myosin!in!Drosophila!neuroblasts.!These!results!indicate!that,!although!muscle!and!nonImuscle!
Myosins! show! significant! conservation! degree,! the! regulatory! mechanisms! might! differ.!
However,!we!cannot!exclude!that!CPII17!might!be! involved! in!Myosin!regulation! in!other!nonI
muscle!tissues.!!
Furthermore,! besides! PKN! and! Drok! there! are! also! other! kinases! showing! apical!
enrichment,!which!is!established!in!a!polarity!dependent!manner.!We!found!Mbt,!which!showed!
similarly! to! PKN! and!Drok! apical! enrichment! during!metaphase,!which!was! regulated! through!
Pins.!However,!mbt!mutants!did!not!alter!Myosin!localization!and!activation,!indicating!that!Mbt!
might! have! other! functions! during! cytokinesis.! Mushroom! body! neuroblasts! mutant! for!Mbt#
have!been!previously!shown!to!have!a!reduced!mitotic!index!and!to!undergo!apoptosis.!To!this!
end,!polarity!proteins!might!regulate!Mbt!in!the!central!brain!neuroblasts!in!order!to!ensure!cell!
cycle! timing! and! proliferation.! Further! experiments! would! be! needed! in! order! to! fully!
understand!the!role!of!the!biased!Mbt!localization!during!ACD!of!central!brain!neuroblasts.!!
A! connection! between! actomyosin! regulation! and! cell! polarity! components! is! not! only!
restricted! to!Drosophila,! but! has! been! studied! also! in! other!model! systems! in! the! context! of!
various!biological!processes.!Asymmetric!Myosin!distribution!and!activation!has!been!shown!to!
play!a!key!role! in!establishing!polarity!during!early!C.#elegans!embryogenesis.!Near! the!end!of!
meiosis,! a! centrosome! triggered! actomyosin! flow! causes! an! asymmetric! cortical! contractions.!





is! known! to! be! regulated! through! polarity! cues! in! some! model! systems.! A! wellIestablished!
example! of! polarity! dependent! Myosin! regulation! is! through! the! Planar! Cell! Polarity! (PCP)!
pathway.! This! pathway! was! discovered! during! Drosophila! wing! morphogenesis! and! it! is!
conserved! across!organisms.! In! this! case,! cells! undergo!dramatic! cell! shape! changes! and!align!
polarity!of!neighboring!cells!to!form!a!single!layered!tissue.!In!intercalating!neuroepithelia!cells,!
asymmetrically! localized! PCP! components! have! been! show! to! recruit! both!Myosin! and! RhoA.!
This!triggers!local!activation!of!Myosin!and!constriction!of!the!actomyosin!network,!resulting!in!a!
medialIdirected! cell! intercalation! and! bending! of! the! neural! plate.! Furthermore,! a! similar!
mechanism! was! observed! to! drive! the! intercalation! of! mesenchymal! cells! during! Xenopus!
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